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EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

 A! specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign
policy and  B! are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive order;

related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency;

specifically exempted from disclosure by statute  other than section 552b of this title!, provided thatsuch statute  A! requires thatthe
matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on the issue, or  B! establishes particular criteria for

withholding or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld;

trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;

inter-agency or intra-agency memorandu ms or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation

with the agency;

personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy;

records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records
or information  A! could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings,  B! would deprive a person of a right to
a fair trial or an impartial adiudication,  C! could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy,
 D! could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority
or any private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of a record or information compiled by
a criminal law enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security

intelligence investigation, information furnished by a confidential source,  E! would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforce-
ment investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure
could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or  F! could reasonably be expected to endanger the life of physical

safety of any individual;

contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or forthe use of an agency responsible
for the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or

geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a

information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding;

material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime
or apprehend criminals, except records of arrest;

information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to Executive Order 1 2356 in the interest of the national defense orforeign
policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods;

investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, otherthan criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege
under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would
be held in confidence;

material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant
to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056;

required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records;

investigatory material compiled solelyforthe purpose ofdetermining suitability eligibility, or qualificationsfor Federal civilian employment
or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished information pursuant
to a promise that his identity would be held in confidence;

testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service

the release of which would compromise the testing or examination process;

material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity ofthe person
who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his identity would be held in confidence.
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Ir. Connelley called with reference to this matter and stated that
Commander Rosendahl hge been VBTY;Seve;ah15_In;us_as_has-iha_Dapa:imeni_o£-Com-
m.;53_§3EE1q§Ee.* he stated that thergiare two representatives of Senator Cope-
iandve committee at �ehurst, Golonellgartney and Rogerg�illisison, Hartney having
been a inted as Techical Adviser. r. Cdnnelley sta ed that he does not believe
Comnanggg Rosenda�llor the �bmmerce Committee is particularly favorable to them,
but they have not taken any action against them except to listen to their suggestions.
Hr. Ccnnelley said that the first thing they had in mind was the foot tracks which
came in from the back gate on the west side of the reservation. There is a road
running along there to which the public has access but there is s barbed wire fence
between the road and the reservation itself. at the time of the landing of the

ship there were many spectators and automobiles outside of the fence, but after
the crash the general public swarmed over the field from all directions and it was
some three or four hours before a92ni1itary patrol was established and the public
was excluded. These tracks were found leading from this gate in the back where two
persons had undoubtedly climbed over the fence and walked into the reservation.
Hr. Connelley stated that it was first believed that these tracks were made by two
boys who were picked up on the seventh, but it was further learned that the boys
have no part in the picture and that they did not leave the tracks in question.
The tracks were apparently made by some of the people who swarmed over the field.
However, Williamson has talked with senator Copeland and has put emphasis on the
fact that these prints are there and evidently Senator Ccpeland has became interests
in it. _¥r. Qgnnelley stated that they have photographed theiprintspandpalsoataken
_Rla$er casts er  and thatje could mdoub i_dentificatiog 11&#39; ge___coul

J
U

d92
_find;the;personstp whom they belonged, However, Hr. Connelley stated that there
must be numerous other tracks of this kind in every direction from the reservation,
and he does not believe that they bear any significance but again they might lead
to someone who went to the post and did something there. Ir. Connelley stated that
one of the ideas advanced is that somebody went to the post and possibly shot the _____
ship down as it has been indicated that a survey is being made of the ground with a 92
___...-.e1_.|1.1l__ J :~.:....1:...,.. ...,......,.. ,._...�4..,_ ,1..,,_115. 7"� &#39; &#39;-r" _ 1*<&#39;:. �=�_._ �;;,.�q
pUi5B.l.U.l-J.J-by U-I. l4.uu_1..u|.5 uumz: umyu� ouw � &#39; �.-_.�.._ ,, ._.;§,_�L~ ,_q- f_  _Hr Connelley stated that Commander Rosendah;&#39; t n ppTUHched�i;-- -- .. ._____. - -. .77? __ . �bh "
the suggestion that he assign a number gf enlisted personhel7tc_@ake a ve§yTc§;¬Tul:
sheet ofi�hejfleld _and iténas suggested thetiwetheipnt in:¢h§r¬g-Q{?;h9_invest1gat10%
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to instruct the_menTwhat to look for, Ir. Connelley stated that that check could
�be madedanywhere in an area of 25 to 50 miles if a very careful check was to be
conducted as the ship circled around the field for some time before trying to land
due to the lightning and the storm.

Hr. Connelley stated that there is nothing to show that the ship ever
touched the ground in the United States on the last trip before catching fire,
and that perhaps this point will be played up to Senator Copeland. Hr. Connelley
stated that Roger Williamson,_the supposed investigatgrifor himse1£_and_Hartnay,
suggested the matter of the Bureau directing the search_9f th§_£ie1d to him,_Connelley,
ii3_Ee�toId�iiIIismson what onrgpositionld�s and suggested to him that as the Depailr
meat Efd�onmerce was making the investigation and the scope and egtent of thé.r
investigation had not as yet been indicated, any auxiliary investigation carried on
should be submitted to them and their plan of action determined to see how far they

were going into it.

Hr. Connelley stated that the field has been pretty well cleared off and
the possibility of finding anything besides tracks is very limited. He stated that
he could see nothing being accomplished in searching the field any more than any
other area over which the ship passed during the two hours it was traveling around
waiting to land. He stated that he has not discussed this with the Commerce Depart-
ment as our position has been purely an observatory one_with the possibility that
something might come up in the future. He also stated that he doesn&#39;t feel that the
Bureau should take the initiative to suggest to the Commerce Department that we con-

duct any investigation of the type set out. He stated that he was transmitting this
information to the Bureau so that it would be available in case an calls are received
from Senator Copeland, as these men will probably communicate all this information to
the Senator tonight.

Hr. Connelley stated that he was having stenographers trite up everything
that has happened to date and also Commander Rosendahl&#39;s statements of what occurred,
he being tin man in charge. Mr. Gonnelley stated that it is to be noted that Hartney
and Williamson did not request any investigation but just went to Commander Rosendahl

uni! trig�! -l-Q |-1-%+ �In-he +0 aecio-n +1-uelie man. �nnnn&#39;|&#39;Ia1r n+.1:+.eH that +.hn �nmmnn�nr inrii...¬l|l.L92-A IA U 5 V A-I-�I-I-I-I I-I ul-dd-55.4 use u Hvlidl-II évva-of-au7c>&Id _ lawn-v &#39;u927I-Iblw-av v:Vn?-riv92-:-:::::aa--92-In- -from-n-n-_

sated is his confidential}: thatlsaisas notae1*ii1=u1§;lr-alesBesL1&#39;ith t.1ie.ac,t1vi?@ia§
of Hartney and Williamson and Hr. Connelley also understands that the Department of
Commeroe�Cbmmittee also is not particularly favorable toward them. � d Z

Hr. Connelley stated that he feels that the Commerce and Navy Departments
are going on all right with the investigation. He said there was some friction on
Saturday between the two departments, but that was caused by some of the ranking officer
and the Commerce Department is now actually conducting the investigation.

Respectfully,
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SAC Devereaux of the Newark Division telephoned me and said that a;flash had
just come over the wires to the effect that the rg had blomwgplino�indenbu _p _1_ -.
nidair Just as it was ab st, ,H,et_&#39;_J&#39;_¬i=&#39;sey. Ir. Devereauz
said that inasmuch as this is en&#39;s/i-sséi�-i~ation§&#39; he i.no3&#39;3.ght-he--hee+evber-gs-��--down there and look the situation oveginpnéng�  é   3
I told Mr. Devereaux that he could go down there, but unde no circumstances �
should he start any investigation sithout notifying the Bureau_of the_iaots
involved so that a determination might be made as to whether-the isrssaiis
justified in making an investigation. I told Mr. Devereaux that after he 1
gets down there and looks the situation over, he shq_ul_d__c§l1 us and ,adrise..--._

. I
us of the situation. ,

Time - 11:55 P.a. .;o92f".&#39;"  _---or ..

Hr. Devereaux telephoned me from Lakehurst, and said that the H
started to circle the field_for a landing at about 6:19 Pi!=,

�  <-}&#39;:;;-&#39;   &#39;

indenburg
standard time.

After dropping the landing ropes at 6:25 P.l., the ship came in for a
ulanding, and when about 210 feet from the ground, fire broke 0 t, due to an

explosion approximately 100 feet in front of the rear fin. The dirigible
was demolished by the fire. Of the 61 members of the crew and
44 of the crew and 20 of the passengers

36 passengers,
are alive. rwentihsix unidentified

bodies have been recovered, and seven bodies are still missing. The explosion
was due to a hydrogen explosion. The American Zepplin Transport operated the
airship, which was in comand of Captains Lehmann and Pruss-

Secretary of Commerce Roper is en route
minutes. Several high officials of the
appears to be nothing the Bureau can do

Hr. Devereaux wanted to know whether he

with him, should get a list of the crew
available for future reference. I told
on this matter at this time; that if we

and is due to arrive in about 15

Navy are also coming there. There
at the present time.

and �r. Connelley, iho went down there
so that the information would be

him that he should do nothing further
need the names of the crew, that

information sill undoubtedly be available from a number of sources later on.
I told him that at this time, there is nothing to indicate that the Bureau has
any investi;ative jurisdiction, and consequently, nothing s?ould be done in
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¥/¢/K telephoned Hr. Connelley at Newark, New Jersey, and informed him that_Senator
Copeland had tele honed the Bureau upon receiving e call from Lekehurst from dhe

i 2&#39; of his men, Bogsr�killiamson, who, Mr. Connelley informs, is e clerk on the
Air Commerce Committee. Williamson informed Senator Copeland that about 1,00
feet down from where the accident occurred, they found certain footprints which

Jzj were suspicious, but that the G-Men were not interested in these at all, or
| rare not impressed with the footprints. Mr. Connelley said th he knows aboutI this, having gotten the information from Lieutenant Commande�ggzicheldorf, who

.92§} said that two young boys, who had been down in the swamp from the field there,
92*&#39; climbed over the fence and were within about 1,000 feet of the scene of the

� _accident when one of the guards accosted them and took them down to headquarters
¥ where Lieutenant Commander Reicheldorf gave them a lecture about coming into
-&#39; the field by climbing over the fence and turned them loose.

,._.
2 --. 92..� .

3 ��g Hr. Connelley said that Commander Reicheldorf saw nothing in this incident to
&#39; get excited about, and he personally sees nothing in it. The incident in

_ question occurred more than 36 hours after the ship had gone down, and before
§*§> that time, the field was covered with tracks of people who were there and who

5 ~� gathered at the time of the accident.
J, -~£ Hr. Ccnnelley said that he explained to both Williamson and Colonegigartney

the position of the Bureau as Observers in this situation, and tol them that
I if they had anything they wanted us to look at, we would, of course, be glad

� to do that, but in so far as any investigation is concerned, they would have
p to see Comnander Reicheldorf. Hr. Connelley said he is sure that these tracks

" � were made on the 7th, for the reason that he personally heard Commander Reichel�
dorf tell the man in charge of the change of watch about the incident. Mr.
Connelley said that he further referred Williamson and �artney to Commander
Reieheldorf for any further information about the tracks. He said he is sure
that the Bureau can be subjected to no criticism at a later date in the event

�&#39; sabotage does arise by reason of our not conducting an investigation relative
c 17 &#39; o&#39;no to get the names and addresses of these

�§

a

i
&#39;-* _ to these tracks. MI�. 011-&#39;18 _@Y 15 E 1 e _,____ _ W;  ,_________ .

boys ust for our general information. é? _ I5 nnconnsn e mnnxnn * ._   __""
M Connelle said that nothing of interest has developed t ay. e any AH� 1T- Y .»

Department and the Department of Commerce had a little squabble today over �
i h oin to hold its hearins first, and it WH5hiQ�b1l§�d�¢3a°d th?§wh c was g g ~ 0 t . __ - � V

the Department oi Commerce would proceed first, and accordingly, -he nip �_
D t t of Commerce for V58" " �92COP1ES1qBi:§>f§B;ti15ned over officially to the epar men - M b, .-_

�§ K Q &#39; i0 /06116 1:104 99 -pl� | ma ,
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they may care to make of it in so far as an investigation is concerned. The
investigation and the hearings I111 start Monday. _

The Chief Radio Operator died this morning, and Captaié�gehmann died last
night about 6:10 P.M.

Respectfully,

P. E. Foxwonm.
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Director - 2 - lay 7, 193?

underground work aboard giant Reich liners plowing between New
York and Germany, and that the meeting would take place at the
Mecca Temple, 133 West 55th Street, New York City, and that
it would be a mass meeting, and that the organizer, who was�
then  April 27, 1937! in New York Harbor aboard a Nazi steam-
ship, would come to the meeting, guarded by American sailors,
and that he would speak, hidden by a mask. It was again stated
that General Butler would speak. ;

"The Daily Worker," issue of April 29, 193?,
printed an article entitled, "Seaman Who Fight Hitler," by
Rex Pitkin, which tells more of the contemplated Mecca Temple
meeting. The Pitkin article speaks of the masked man, how
Pitkin met him and called him "Karl," and that earl was a
seaman on a Nazi liner, and how Karl offered him, Pitkin, a
cigarette, and, after Pitkin had lit it, it went out, and
how Karl smiled and said, "Break it open," and that, upon the
cigerette&#39;s being opened, there was found contained in it a
&#39;§ightly rolled, thin piece of paper. Pitkin opened it and
read a message to German soldiers, workers, and peasants,
telling them to unite against the sending of �itler&#39;s soldiers
to Spain, etc. It was signed by Heinrich Mann, brother of
Thomas Mann, head of the newly-formed German Liberty League l

in Germany.

The article then states how "Karl" told of how

these cigarettes were distributed among the mmbers of German
crews on Gernen liners, and how Karl then exhibited a copy

of the organization&#39;s underground seamen&#39;s]eper, "Schiffahrt,"
and told of many such underground papers being distributed
in Germany in many industries, and how the successful strike
of fifty thousand American seamen in the United States was
forced, and how eight thousand Gernan seamen each month who

entered the Port of New York, left the Schiffahrt" and other
literature where they could be picked up by the crews, and
how they are able to recognize the Gestapo agents  German
secret agents! who are on board every German liner.

� The Pitkin article will be found attached.
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�In the April so, 1931, issue of the �Daily Work-
er," front page, there was published a picture of a man with
his face covered by a mask, called �Hans Schmidt." Underneath
is a news article relating to the picture, with the heading,

"Fight of Anti-Nazists in Germany. Masked German Speaks at Rally
Tonight." The news article quotes Schmidt as saying, "We use
a hectograph with wax impressions. We get the news by radio
from the underground stations in Germany and from the Spanish
Government stations in Madrid and Valencia.�

Continuing, the article states that Hans Schmidt
is not the masked man&#39;s correct name, but that he is merely
using it this week -- that Schmidt was interviewed by members
of the New York press ani that he explained to them the means

by which the underground German Seaman&#39;s �Union regularly issues
news bulletins aboard hundreds of German ships, saying, "We
have such hectographs on every important ship flying the Ger-
man flag."

It stated that _Schmidt stood in the center of a

room in the home of Professor Margaret Schlauch, of New York
University, number 2 Horatio Street, his face fully masked
to shield his identity, and told of the workings of the unier-
ground system; that Schmidt was to be protected at the meeting
by sixty members of the International Seaman&#39;s Union; that
Schmidt&#39;s voice would be the first authentic voice of under-

ground Germany to be heard in America. It stated that the
interview lasted ninety minutes, and that there was present
a reporter of the "New York Sun," who constantly kept firing
qtestions at Schmidt.

Every issue cf the �Daily Worker" since the ,
first announcement of this meeting has been carefully scrutin-
ized at this office, but nothing has appeared therein indicat-
ing that the meeting ever took place-

Ve trQ yours,
- - wins
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. MY friend, Karl, a  on al
&#39; _a. little eIt�?rin tHUW&#39;eYTi5TS�e,TEl�ing beer, end .&#39;

*2 tallung about the wonderful victories the people of *Speln1-
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were wlnnlng eielml _!�r|_.nco and Hitler and llumollnl, &#39; _-"
_ Karl held out} package or cigarettes. §�1:lnve one&#39;l".he asked. __

I&#39;I2Il§l.�him�;d1dn�t smoke.  I"
"But you&#39;ll-enjoy this cigarette.�  "Ive mlde at anti-<,

Iuclst tnMqc0."_ -  .&#39;*~-�.&#39; &#39;  -I-= e- _&#39;
Hesltatlngly and. curiously I lit the cigarette and pulled on ltr

It dldxft taste any dlll�erent_tl1s,n_ other  Buddenly it went&#39;
out. .&#39;_ _ -&#39;  A  -&#39; L . ._ 92

I looked at Karl In surpr1.se._ He lmiled. Wee thineone or thou +
trick exploding clzereme--wmen bed felled to upleuel - *

�Break it open," he suggeated, einpir-3 11-I-I large schooner ol beeri I
"lone out why It doesn&#39;t burn.� _ E &#39;

Ijaore the cigarette apart. end�In -It; center between the tobacco
and its endswee a tightly rolled pleee or tnln |:aper._ I unraveled it I
end in amazement read: _ - l - I � -

�Germanepldiersl  workers and peasants! Hitler�: ,
_ c.r&#39;lme"h.ae reached lie ape:|§ He it now eendirln German soldiers -&#39;

to Spain. This Ioreign admtfnture is for !M_ bene�t oj the traitor
Franco. ~ - -;  *

"You will be llmmhtered to "bene�t Franco and the rich men
of Spain. V �Why mould the  _3er&#39;Il|ne �q��--Dh»0,6f¢ Frame�:
enemies-be mule to �ght for Franco against the Spanish people
who -are defending their democracy? i 3 - . . ., &#39; -

5-"Hitler uncle troops to spam not alone in the interest: of - 92
_ Spanish reucticmorles but also In the interest: or �l-e_Ger&#39;m-an I

c�pil�ll-515. Hitler we embarked on the Spanish venture because e _1
__ he hopes for away out-but M; detect}: inevitable.� »  ,

92 , llorztournmellpe-gesl.helee.�etwentonexpleln1nzlnconclle.~I�
~ succinct untenoes the reasons any German troops should not ngl-at II

Hitler": and �Franco�: war in Bpaln.  lg; Heinrich Ma.n:n..__ � �
be-other oi Thoma; Mann, distinguished novelist who just; lit?" JLtn"e1-ice";
Int veek-end. Heinrich la �heed at the newly termed German Llherty I
Party,,the People�; Front. movement. L K K " c - � �

. .., 0 u a ,0 - --1�
_ . I

1. looked at Karl in amazement. -- &#39;- -- ~ - J

�T�ere are many of ugj� he said, �who are very polite.
We o�er our oolli��-ice �1E�T1�T&#39;s&#39;e92 orewilzarettee at every opportunity."

�tnn"1sblIe�£:92Ies"llte&#39;out e1:arene1wé&#39;rs"&#39;m1TéE They are very Queue
tor them, -and we nee that they receive them regularly.

�1gQLm£!e_9w.menm__ g." he continued.
- "J" olr�ullv mm-=__1l 1 mint to 1&92$..2_11.* -91 W� in * P11� WM"

&#39;1&#39; �liyire iure t»o&#39;�ncl:_ih?E:T� He held up a Smafmmr.  "
"L ee �#m- *1» w=<1¢11~�=*<1I " I E

:i

__&#39;�1e_r_e gre3;grLy__euel___:_ggJ11ers_1n  luau; ea. He use from the I
wow;  ~~* I

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAT .-e=I;_le.ee -Z� Q »q $> ¢5g ,

5,92r92c§-

.-.. �
.<M._.  q __ _

I-l_._,.___,,,
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_ _ _ gr &#39; .  . -�-- &#39; ;&#39;_&#39;_.;  &#39;~ .._ �I
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- Here on DICE� thile wls I Irhclepnge or letter:  mm Germm aqn-
I-4 ..  men amnum; _the  m shard the�ermm -

. ;h1ps.Hére0np92¢eI0ufI�lB92n�Il1;lGleU!l��Qd�DieDQutQchl°i§f&#39;
p0dUOn,"&#39;WI&#39;1tte.n lqy Heinrich mg. um here 1m�_I!§"EBc1e reecunb ~

U ing �le  I-�"u-ii: u1.&#39;I.ui 5-ii."&#39;w&#39;� ¢&#39;q"n�&#39;-1-in as-�me.-: sin: = 1*.-u=.~=
- &#39; 111&#39;-EU»!-11&#39; of the demands that they -lowed Imam the  �And V

on !.he.=buck two pica: were article; desmibinz brie�y �u! clearly ;92&#39; � Ems�: war iglinztihe Catholic and-Protestant. churches  . . �y
German acumen conga to New York Iulrbpr A -1

~-ever-y-month,� Ker told me. "And there in�: n Iblple boat that 92
é imam Um harbor that down�: iuwe  iii oiier"
uqtets warmed about in places where Qmuben 0J_ tn; crew are .. »-

=&#39;;�;i92lT8"l0 �II41.Ul-8I�--   . ,  §"-&#39;§,&#39;:�|&#39;.r 1.-,_=,__._  &#39;� _ -_�_
:~ é "We are. oy .cours,e, -unable -m-mun l¢rgc_1_mt_on  � l

, §h Iy -1crbldden.._Jt u asnwm sometime: to even A 1
* Milk� to member: of the c-rem. Wall; have aura. _ -  - -&#39;
� �So papers and magazine; are our but organizers. They are -

cm: mu. an qui¢1&#39;?¢?c&#39;,"&#39;iF¢¢ mm um in reach Germdn seamen. .
And believe me German worlgen are mmgrw for our Hta�a.ture."
�.But ism It G dangerous hummus. distributing undu-ground

mabérial?� I asked. &#39; _ _ _ A ~ -&#39; -
. &#39; -¢-££_1Lgg1Lse__._ We are at =11 Hme&#39;.¬�*92qers_&#39;cu&#39;etu1. mm-y pm» 01"�
_ literature, eve_11rA1e&�_et _and every  �at is put nbonra I. boat �tr
&#39; ca.re_1uJ1,y_ %1§t.eq. There are Gegtapo agents on every boat. and we .1 1i§ve.f»°wa_ _Qnr$T-3�T�&#39;�� &#39;*  _ """-_"&#39; - -- "-&#39;

;_;&#39; _ �_"WI_|-an I :d1_�_u_>_£LI don�! 1&#39;l�§G��-fILlf- the�egrmn nag!-Nut: &#39;
_ nbp_¢ra_ tn; oceqnwoinq Ila-era. _;w¢ m¢1a¢=;&#39;-"u1I&#39;Ili»?"Jlmrica-a" -

, = f__=-.=p:;-¢=&#39;ter: of the f gm Maésest .1221!-&#39;5"w"&#39;... ...:;. It   to males
ltrick cigarettes and to pr&#39;Lu?£&#39; the s¢:ug=nr:._92vp1¢i*m&#39;Zn"dbrT&#39;t nuke &#39;
mpch, _and ejven a third _of that is directly Mud by the
mint. � &#39; &#39; &#39;; &#39;-- � _

W __&#39;-so out �mu-um mq�. here hm mm: �togelber in an mai-
� inpion called the  Anti-�m i§_ie;mg_n___ to raise

_ iheiaiiiii in �-zap aur ac»-  is 3-sing�. � � &#39;"  1
{*WE ey&#39;m running 1 bene�t poncert and 1-my Friday

&#39;ni_gh&#39;t. at Mecca Temple to keep the bun ro1l1ng�-as you my here in
Amerlaa. &#39; &#39; " 4 -

"� n ¢-. Q 0 = . q

�Will you "be there?" I asked. � 7  &#39;  " &#39;"

1  �Oh. no, that�s a ticklish business. Ifdon�t wantthe
Gestapo agents to �nd me at In Int!-Nazi 1-a}1y in New Yong. It
would do my health no good when I get. blot to Germany. "

gsixty American seamen. He will tell the sfnry _o£ oondltl�m in Ger-
many� the  &#39; -- .-92 ximmua ms siem of beér. "Prnsit,"Khg_&#39;_|92id: &#39;    _ &#39; "

L _- - _ - .

"But one at our leaders will be �1e.l&#39;B,.l;IiI-Sled and pmtacted by .1�

�   In his ewes ma; a famum; 10072�, and I aqua me that he was -
�" V winking of 1;omorrpjn�when the pa�ple pi Germany will. unite - j

in the new Liberty Party and will again c&#39;t¢¢b_lL9h Q jl���  _g !
I

&#39; 1- Q�Q r "- ~_-  /k "�* �" "H
l . . J H As,� , -N�
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I-I telephoned Ir. Connelley at Rewark and told him that when I ad an
mitted to you his comment last evening about the above entitled matter,
you wanted _.to make sure that Ir. Connelley had made our poeition clear
to Gaptai92j¥92&#39;H0senda1il- hr. Connelley said that he has by all means made
perfectly clear to all parties concerned down there the exact position
of the Bureau. -I told him you wanted the Captain to know with reference
to his indication he might want the Bureau to make the search of the field
that, of eonree, the Bureau could not ecneuct �sh investigation at the
request of in Congressional Committee; that if the Captain himself had some
interest in the matter,we perhaps would take a different att�uie towards
the situation and would give it consideration. -

a� &#39;

I mentioned to Hr. Connelley that while the office was at Trenton, we
conducted some kind of an investigation or received complaints that
people in that vicinity were taking shots at the various blimps and
dirigibles around there, and that I recalled the shots were probably
coming from fishing boats out on the see. Hr. Gonnelley said that
while he did not see the actual ship, he understands that someone has
taken a shot at one of the Army all-metal ships. Ilr. Connelley said
that it will possibly develop later in this investigation that someone
will say that they saw flames coming out of the ship as she came over
the field the first time. One of the officers to whom llr. Gonnelley
talked indicated that he thought he saw flames coming out of the ship
as she came over the field. Ir. connelley further said that some farmer
down there took a shot at one of the Army ships there, and then called up
the airport and told then that if the planes same eve:--h.is@l%--%..ir.-,"".1r.*

was going to shoot at �{.qhEe¬Oiaig!aEi{!i.& INDEXEQ] ., "0.clJ._�   Q if
Ir. Connelley said that the Commerce Gommittet a.nd;_ hCs12taj,n92:1tqsendahl;a&#39;�&�=h�sl
men look upon the Congressional Committee  80159 1&#39;lQiQ1llO_, ,_H_8�_  that
Captain Reeendahl was very much incensed over}the facti�helu the Chdgressional

t e would eve est to the Bureau meri wha we d o°°��i �°° � W35 _ . *1; ~ §!j?9.$i?-it-»_�1 u:I*Pi.1J4W�words, he feels that if there is any Agency cegable of oin
the situation, the Bureau is the agency which �would be capable of oing
-��&#39;*� ---L �--� �--1--8347- Q--&#39;---�&#39;-:4:-92--H 131-1-�--92&#39;I&#39;I--vii! 1&#39;-In} f&#39;|l92v92~nn1-in-0 ¢|n§A +92r92n§ 11:: �IlBIlD11�D any uutoiuu bugguoblulxne nu c.-vex, ma. 4». vvsu-zuJ.4.u; on.�-A uuQ92.rLuw J-é
keeping his relations with all parties concernee�gq_i>:t1~-t.1iai.s 1natter"&#39;on rfriendfy
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Ir. connelley said that Hartney of the Congressional Committee got himself
-use-t--lunl-owl -Q QM can A-In �HQ �nvnmnnna �n.1lIIa&#39;I&#39;l-inn no-u� in I>lan-l- n-nnn<I+-er 4:
IllJ!|&#39;92J¢l|-l-l92|IU92|l- QB u»uI.l.wII4. VA-I U140 Uvuuawa. U9 92I92IlllB-LHIIGG� nun -51.5 ll-92n.u um.�-:u»u4.u; *0

privileged to propound questions of various kinds to the witnesses. This
he has done on occasions, bringing in e bunch of theories Ihich he personally
has as to hon this Istter could have happened. - - .-  - � -~

I told Ir. Oonnelley that of course, the Bureau cannot conduct any investi-
gation for the Congressional Committee for the reason that the Bureau 18
without pO&#39;Ie1&#39; to do so, but the relations had with the Bureau men by these
other persons should at all times be kept on s friendly basis.

Ir. Gonnellsy sdd that the hes:-irgs are apparently going to �be held every
other day, and we will keep in touch with those. He said he will probably
have Vetterli and Deveresux attend these sessions while he attends court

at Newark on thgmatter.

Respectfully,

 X/"
UM

E. A. Thllll.
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W . urday - night, a  &#39;
middle-aged woman en-
tered the police station in -

N. no =8. bf
92 year I923, a&#39;Sat-* &#39;" "

i

aide of the Thames, tac-&#39; "� &#39;.5v92
ingPa1-liament.     .

�She gave her name as Mrs. Karrie,
and told the sergeant in charge that
_she was worried about the continued
absence of her landlady, Mrs. �label
Edmunds, who kept a thresstory
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Iom�hlrl� drew him there &#39;
every day to watch his friend &#39;

plead for his llle
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;:_r»o9;&#39;§: "rs. was tom.� fnqa A >;-1%
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La.tn.beth, that district of _ o
London on the Surrey "�
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rooming-house in York Road. She ll
left suddenly and her rooms were no
padlocked. ~ - - A

Mrs. Norris occupied the room ne
to Mrs. Edmunds�,.and since they we"
separated only by p folding door, ll
oould not help hearing what went r
next door if voices were raised. .

On Saturday afternoon a week pas
she heard Mrs. Edmunds having
�erce argument with her nephew, Fr;
Jesse, who had been living in the hour
since January. The quarrel was cg;
cerning the sum of forty pounds whicl
Jesse owed his aunt. They hurled bit
ter names at each other and were stii

heartily at it when Mrs. Norris had tg
go out to have tea with a friend.

She returned to the house at elever
/The �rst thing she noticed was the
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rrse W�
you! 1-�-" And thenblood-

a changeteame,
went to makes pretense c_>&#39;£_¢;%_l3asement
these new� wiu1&#39;*rhe.;.�..;§f~�0f

�lilg�l�td� on �the photograph.
s1~~cirom  "Axel also."-His __attcmpt �tot kill -Mrszf;  �__ _ _,

Axel  tiny bits of_-_;  and Mrs. Aclcerrnan by_poison.&#39;"*1:-;-¢er:..&#39; _�
Ioam appearing at the earners A~you&#39;e_an&#39;lay1:o  hatred.

his trap mouth. &#39; �T, _.¢I_. _ &#39; --__-7 3 _~]1c iii 9. twisted sort of Puritan, 1�-�iii: &#39;1&#39; .- *__--
Yee, there they ere! Do they B9l&#39;.&#39;._.&#39;.&#39;;_T_gTOW11-7&#39;.-§:�_if.ls;;l&#39;;..sl:.L;:..E;;:._-2?»Q;-is us?-~__i 1 Q--Q?� - -

with yours?"- &#39;1"-,<,>   -1-,.~ _�Yah, those-�,--And the cultured
es, damn you all, they d_o!�&#39;_heW_Axel__&#39;delivered himself of a_ _w_92_1_ord�for_ _ k U

his heavy voice suddenly isvoinen which came straightfrorn �le&#39;-
to as almost falsetto pita. -"Gr:-92.l:&#39;=h-.n which &#39;:.".i"ht mtterhaye-*
her! 1 wanted Cauute -deadg92.stayedebaI:k-there in&#39;"d;ssic&#39; semis

I I hated allot them�ignora.nt_
fools who could make money l� -= T

And then, still struggling frenziedly,
he tried to throw himself on the"

ground. For a minute the police tried
to hold him up. Then at a sign from
Masters they &#39; dropped him with a"
thump zmd fe_ll on top of his threshing
arms and legs. Tremblingly, Lieuten-
ant Connor snicked the bracelets. .

�Well, there is your murderer, Mr.
Canute Rygaard, your own half-
brotherl� said Iigger gravely then.
�He had the knowledge of an encyclo-
pedia at his command-�and the up-to-
date information about poisons and
bombs which the experts who wrote for
�Colombian Senior, would give him
verbally, without a thought!" .

�Axel !" cried the publisher, his
voice breaking piteously. - &#39; 7

�G0 to the devil, you ignorant hypo-
crite!" snarled Axe] from the ground.
�Just "because you were lucky enough
so� make money, you could patronize
better men E" " l " i i

�Never mind him. H65 almost in-
but not near enough so he won&#39;t
the chair," snapped Masters. �He

_ your fortune, and that of your
 He planned to kill you both, and
92:.

i� . _
 &#39; . _

&#39;."e- &#39; �-

In1-"; � -

ifouiu

But Mrs. Aekerman only �icked the
ash&#39;froru.the end of her little cigar,
down into the livid face on the ground.
Then shetumcd away with a shrug.&#39;_92

�All right, you can take him away,�
said jigger. �He will be one of the very
few criminals I�ve encountered, whom
I&#39;ll be glad to know_ is electrocutedl
Hui" _� _ .. &#39; . _ _ .

- �Q/ell, that pleasure will be denied
you!"-snarled Axel, "but in a fainter
voice. "Did you imagine a "man of my

__ Q

.&#39;_...&#39;; &#39; ¢

-4

:�__a92:;..>;..=....

&#39; .:-. . .:-

caliber�would�exnbark  .

=without�certain-precaut�?"  ~_&#39;; ._"
_ That last word was never
Shudders suddenly attacked  �re-
cumbent editor, and all the strength&#39;of
three police could not prevent his
fro�:-n arching; and the death struggle
from going its twenty seconds to the
end. _- .

_ Later, on the little �nger of his left
hand they found his cameo ring had
been twisted and the �at-cut gern de-
pressed. There had been a tiny needle,
and a rubber sac. More poison. � .

N0 one ever was sorry that instead
of a frenzied, contemptuous half-mad-
man prisoner, a corpse was carried to
the police car, and out of the grounds
of Canute Rygaard&#39;s estate.
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JOHN EDGAR HOOVER I  �

_ DIRECTOR 1 . - &#39; --&#39; . �

. Hrhsral Em-ran of llnurstigatiun &#39;

_ &#39;-linitch stem Erpartmrni nf Sns�rr �
TDQ�B&#39;GL �ashingtnn, B. OI.

. may s, 1937.
IIBICRANDUII r-on ma. -rozsou.

mu .c ~52 "
 �>ms Hopkins Hospital ofen e trsinin &#39; schoolBaltimore called  he, c is on th g

staff! and wanted to tender his services in connection nith the
sir disaster Ihich took place recently.

He was informed that, of course, the Bureau
had no jurisdiction in this matter; that the investigations in
this regard were under the suoervision of the Havel authorities,
but that he could be assured that if any inquiries were made of
the Director for a person well qualified to act in this manner
he would surely keep his services in mind.

w!stated that, of course, he did not
went to appear for and he realized he would have to be sponsored
by someone else other than himself, but that he was very much
interested in the matter; had certain ideas and thought possibly
his services could be utilized.

331 U

Respectfully,

T.D.Qumh
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Re:oHindenburg. " . - > e. . .

Ir. Connelley telephoned me from Rewark, �ew Jersey, and said that Mr. &#39;
Vetterli and Mr. Deveresux had just returned from Lakehurst Iher they had
attended the hearings. During the course of the hearings, South�érimble
of the Department of Commerce suggested that the Department of Commerce
committee could possibly use the Bureau in conducting some investigation
relative to this matter. He suggested that the Bureau could get a list
of the passengers, find out from them who was there to meet them, and than
interview those persons as to what they saw. Then, too, some news photo-
grapher took some color pictures of the disaster, and they want the various
photographers interviewed to determine what they sew. In other words, they
want the Bureau to go out and do the leg work for them, while they sit
inside and ask the witnesses a bunch of theory questions. Mr. Trimble

aid h th t if th B ld t v thi in +1 ti hes , owever, a e urean cou no co er s vesl gs on,

could probably get his own inspectors to do it. Hr. Trimble made this

request orally but formally of Mr. Vetterli tod &#39;  I
back �today RE __ Q� Q / A&#39; coennn & INDEXED  re, _¥ L  as
Ir. Connelley is of the personal opinion that we shou1d&#39;h6t&#39;accept !thi&#39;sW9~&#39;~3F-92|Oi*
situation for investigation, but that the proper perm tafonw thej .investigation are the inspectors oi� the Department-o xmerce. / /* "&#39;*&#39;

&#39; r~ l-A --   1 ;  ms

I told Mr. Connelley that we would be talking with you Qn_A_e&#39; _lgphgne
a few minutes, and that I would discuss this situation {gt . d"
decision in the Premises. g e 1?� £6� j p_p
Time - %e/ Q0?! gs, .
I telephoned hr- Connelley back and told him you had suggested that Hr-
Vetterli get in touch with Mr. Tri-able and suggest that the Commerce
Committee can get a list of the passengers from the zeppelin people
themselves. I told him that you are somewhat hesitant about saying "no"

point blank to the request for the reason that the President has requested
all Governmental agencies to cooperate 1, but that you believe if someone
talks to Trinble and tells him that the Bureau will be glad to work with
the inspectors of the Department of Commerce, thus indicating a cooperative
attitude but not offering to ac ept the entire responsibility, it will he
all right; that if they want to put a couple of Commerce inspectors on the
job, "e will put a couple of our men on the situation to work with them

���"�&#39;- *+�==.;ia=*&#39;- -&#39;-Y� _,_--- �-=-r-.-~"u""92&#39;!-92 &#39;. .-Jit val-MI �.,T -�-~_-;-¢-92_-:1"&#39;._r1|-gm!-P:  :3 �Ln�. II 4
1BL uur1o":9a4 Y""&#39;1&#39;--.<-l�&#39;f5;"ij:"r}.i]~�es"ii»"1éo--J
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and interview as many of these people as we can.

Hr. Gonnelley believes this is an excellent idea, and said that he would have
Hr» Vetterli see Hr. Trimble the first thing in the morning before the hearings
start and put the proposition up to him as outlined above. Hr. Connelley
believes that Hr� Trimble Hill think thia is all right, end lill ugdoubtedly
agree to it. _ e

R fully,

E. A. T
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Irhrral Burma of Immstigsiiun

linitrh �tatrs Bspartnunt of Jluatirrz

956 Raymond-C ommeroe Building,
Newark, New Jersey.

Hay 17. 1937 -

¥ Director,
�Federal Bureau of Investigation,

Q�. Washington, D. C- O

� s1=.:= E330; or gsssxg mxmsusgss.

Deer sir:

There is transmitted herewith the original and four copies
1&#39; emorsndum prepared by me regarding the testimony of variouso e mwitnesses who appeared begore the Board of Inquiry representing the

withDepartment of commerce at Lskehurst, New Jersey in connection
the instant case. This testimony was given on the dates of Hay 12,
13: 114- �nd 150

Very truly yours,

w. s. nsvnnmux,
Special Agent in charge.

WSD:ML
70-15
ENC. - 5
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,¥EMORa§UH FOR TH BEEQBI

Hewark, new Jersey
My 16, 1957

Following is the testimony of the various witnesses IhO
thus far have appeared before the Board appointed by the gepsrtment of
Commerce of the United States, which Board is headed by south rrinble,
of the Department of commerce. It will be recalled that the testimony
given before this Board on May 10, 1937, was previously submitted to the
Bureau by cover letter of Inspector E. J. Connlley. The following re-
presents the testimony given before the Board under date of May 12, 13, 14
an 15, 1937.

On May 12, 1937, Lieutenant Raymond F. Tyler, First Grade,
U. 5. levy, presently stationed at the Naval Base, Lekehurst, New Jersey,
was heard before the board, and he testified as follows:

That he was on duty on may 6, 1937, at Lakehurst, New Jersey,
acting in capacity of being in charge of the grcun crew, which was made up
of Navy personnel and civilian personnel.

Lieutenant Tyler stated that, regarding his background
&#39; insofar as lighter-than-air ships are concerned, he can point to nineteen

yeare&#39; association therewith. He informed that during the World war, he
served as hydrogen officer at the American Air station on the French coast,
and was in charge of the manufacture of hydrogen for five blimp type balloons
which were being used in coastal patrol work. After the war, Lieutenant Tyler
continued as an officer in France for one and one-half years, and he then
became qualified as a pilot in non-rigid airships, and was subsequent thereto
stationed at Pensacola, Florida, at the Navy Base. Following this assignment,
Lieutenant Tyler was assigned to the Balloon Corps that was affiliated with the
Atlantic Fleet, and on the completion of this duty he was ordered to Lakehurst,
New Jersey, for active duty with the American airship Shenandoah. He states
that he observed on this ship from the time of its conditioning in the fall of
1923, to the spring of 1924, at which time he was againizransferred to Lakehurst,
New Jersey, for duty, which duty had to do with a smaller type airship.

D.ESTIIO�;&#39;92T*! fr! -e 7..-.. __ , v_� K _ I P H . _
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Lieutenant Tyler stated that except for a 2-1/2 years� sea cruise, he has
been associated with lighter than air ships in some form or other since
the year 19166 During this tine he served fire years on the Airship L05
Angeles and in the fall of 1935 he Went to Europe with the Navy Balloon
Team, at which time this Team competed at Warsaw, Poland in the International
Balloon races. Following the Balloon races, he stated he went to Friedriohs-
hafen, Germany, where the Eindenburg Airship was built, and at that time, he
was taken on a tour through the Hindenburg by the son of Dr. Hugo Eckener,
the Germn Airship technician. During this tour, Tyler inforxmd that he
was observing and obtaining information on the operative apparatus of the
ship, as well as its general mechanical features. On this tour, he stated
that he was given free access to all parts of the gindenburg.

Regarding the crash of the Hindenburg at Lakehurst, New Jersey,
on the evening of lay 6, 1937, Lieutenant Tyler related that word had been
received at the Havel Base, Lakehuret on Ray 5 that the time of the landing
of the Airship Eindenhurg had been changed from 6:00 a.m¢ on the morning of
�ay 6- Prior to the receipt of this information, all of the sround equipment
at Lakehurst had been retested and found to be in satisfactory condition.
It was decided that the Hindenburg was to land at 6:00 p-ms on lay 6, rather
than at 6,00 sens; that this §=QQ Pele use Eastern paylight saving rims, and
at 5=0O p.m., Daylight saving Time, general quarters was sounded, and the
ground crew assembled to receive final instructions for the grounding of
the Hindenburg.

According to Tyler, the ground personnel was broken up as
follows;

Six men making up the mast crew, ten men making up the yawl
line captains, tee men on the nunher one yawl guide, two men on the number two
yawl guide, six men on the main wire guide, four men on the yawl guide coupling
party, forty man on the forward car yawl guide, thirty men on the stern yawl
guide, thirty-four men on the forward landing lines of the port side and
thirty-four on the forward landing starboard side, thirty-three on the stern
landing port side, twenty-three on the stern landing starboard side, one on
the passenger exit, one a truck driver, and five on the tractor that was
mounted on rails.

u~
According to Tyler, each of these details�;::Lsupervised by

commanding officers and all of these group leaders had had previous experience
with the landing of lighter than air craft, and all of them.were at least of
the rank of chief petty officer.
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Regarding the civilian personnel which helped make up the
groun crew, Lieutenant Tyler revealed that a majority of these individuals
had made up the ground crew that operated at Lakehurst during the summer of
1936 and which ground crew had grounded the Airship Hindenburg during that
period of time. However, none of the civilians were pleced in key positions,
these positions being maintained by Ravy personnel. A

on the afternoon of Hay 6,
0 vJQ..&@...¢...-.-l- Il-¢&#39;lQ- Q5;-I--Q
I� yhwuuuunuu ;�s.vs DUE-HUI

that he recalls that the wind was light and ;arisble and that it was blowing
from two to four knots an hour. After the ground crew took up their position,
it was necessary for them.to shift to 60 degrees to conform with the wind. At
this time, the sky was threatening and light winds had set in. Due to the

fact that the Hindenburg had not yet hove into sight and rain had started to
fall, the ground crew was recalled to shelter. Ihen the rain slackened, the
ground crew was re-assembled and again assumed their positions. After a
twenty minute period, heavier showers set in and while the Hindsnburg had
already passed ever the field, she was then out oi sight, and it was deemed

advisable to again recall the crew to shelter. This last shower lasted ap-
proximated forty-five minutes. At the end of the forty-five minutes, the
rain practically ceased and the sky indicated a third clearing. The ground
crew was then again ordered to take up position on a heading of 70 degrees.
Shortly thereafter, the Hindenburg approached on a northerly head, maintaining
a height of from five hundred to six hundred feet. at this time, the wind
again shifted to a southerly direction and the ground crew was re-formed,
accordingly. The Hindenburg swung to the left, making off toward the south,
then turned to the west of the field and swung left to a position over the
0fficers&#39; quarters, and she then made her approach towards the mooring mast in
a southerly direction. In the meantime, the Heon indicator which indicates the
wind direction, showed another shift of wind and the ground crew was

cordingly. It was noted by Tyler that during the ship&#39;s approach to
mast, the after motors gave the appearance of being operated at full
reverse in an effort to check the forward momentum of the ship. The

moved ac-

the mooring
speed in
ship was

brought to e standstill approximately four hundred yards outside of the outer
Hindenburg circle that surrounds the mooring mast. Tyler also is of the opinion
that the forward engines were used in reverse for a short period of time, but

that he does not recall that they were used just prior to the time that the
forward momentum of the ship was checked. During the approach of the ship,
Tyler testified that he noticed that she apparently was heavy in the stern, and

that water ballast was dropped aft. He stated that the starboard trail rope was

3 5 �
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dropped at exactly 7:21 D;S.T., and this was followed immediately by the
port trail rope. These ropes which Iere dropped from the forward part of
the ship appeared to be very dry and gave off dust at the time that they�
fell to the earth, even though the groun itsdf was soaking wet. At the
time of dropping these trail ropes, Lt. Tyler is of the opinion that the
Hindenburg was two hundred feet in the air. The port trail rope, upon
striking the ground, was immediately taken up by the ground crew, and was
coupled to the port yawl guide line. The port yaul guide line rope was then
passed around th niggerhead of the yawl guide tower and a slight strain was
taken up. The forward group took hold of the guide ropes pending attachment
of the yawl guide ropes. After dropping the trail ropes, Lt. Tyler states
that the ship appeared to rise and started to drift, but that this drift was

checked by taking up the slack on the port trail rope. The starboard yawl
guide nose was still unattached but was being manned by the grounding crew.

- According to Lt. Tyler, the list aft in the stern is not a
condition that is unusual in airships at the time they are attempting to land
but usually every effort is made to trim an airship upon landing, so that it
is on even keel. &#39;

He did state that he noticed all of the ballast discharged

from the Eindenburg upon her approach was discharged aft and it Ias his re-
collection there was only one discharge of ballast. &#39;

He also stated that to his recollection the rear trail ropes
are attached at a point forward of the lower fin and are used primarily in
hauling the stern down to the ground after control of the ship is gained at
the nose. Tyler states that he is positive that no lines or ropes were
dropped aft from the Hindenburg nor had any portion of the ship aft touched
the ground prior to the explosion.

Getting back to the landing operations, he stated that the
starboard trail rope was about to be attached to the starboard yawl guide,
and that in connection therewith, it was in the process of being attached

to the niggerhead.

. In his opinion, the ship was definitely under control of the
ground crew at the forward points, and he states that the ground crew was

ready to land the ship.

Regarding his position at this time, Lt. Tyler related that
he was forward and slightly on the port side of the ship facing aft. While
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his position, he noticed e burst of flene just ioreerd or the port fin �
and just above the longitudinal axis of the ship and further that this burst
of flame was followed by a report or detonation. The fire spread rapidly
forward according to Tyler, and soon the entire ship was enveloped in flames.

He stated that he is positive that the main cable ihich is
dropped from the very nose of the ship was unattached at the time of the ex-
plosion, and further that as the ship fell to earth, he remembers giving orders
to those under his immediate command to the effect that all hands were to stand

clear. as soon as the control car had touched the ground, and while the ship
was blazing fiercely and even though- it seemed likely that there were to be _
further explosions, according to Lt. Tyler, various members of the ground crew
rushed to the area about the passenger compartment and attempted to effect
rescue work. He states that upon the fire being placed under control, the
rescue parties were organized for a sectional search of the wreckage for bodies i

and that he recalls the last body was recovered early on the morning of may 7.

Lt. Tyler, upon being queried as to static electricity, informed
that in his opinion the dfyftrail ropes which were the only parts of the ship
touching the ground couldxdischarge static electricity, as they were manila lines
and non-conductive.

normal and, in

ship personnel
which would be

He stated further that the approach of the ship for landing was

his opinion, was satisfactory in teohnigue.

He stated also that the only means of communication that the
had with the groud crew was through the medium of a megaphone
controlled by the captain of the Hindenburg. He stated that the

megaphone was not used and he felt that if any procedure being carried out by
the ground personnel on landing did not meet with the approval of the airship
personnel, the
Captain of the

ground crew would have received notice of this fact from the
ship by the use of the megaphone.

At this time, a diagram of the Hindenburg was introduced as
well as a map showing the landing field at Lakohurst and the immediate vicinity,
and Lt. Tyler marked thereon the anchoring ring and the landing circle of the
Hindenburg, as well as the location of the Hindehburg at the time that she met
dlS%St¬Ti Under further interrogation, Tyler stated that he first noticed the
burst of flame and that this was followed almost simultaneously with a detonation.

� 6 I
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he recalls that there were a number of detonations and he could not state

positively whether there was a muffled explosion before the appearance of
the flame. He stated he had a direct view of the flame and that he would

describe it as being approximately of the area of 10 feet long and 5 feet
in width, and that it burst outwardly from the ship; further, that, immediately
thereafter, flames almost covered the whole stern of the ship and then spread
progressively forward. The pressure behind the first flame appeared to be
of explosion pressure. He also stated that the left port motor at this time
was turning over but that he cannot recall the approximately revolutions that
it was making. He also recalls that the trail ropes aft had not as yet been
dropped and that he is also positive that there was no radio antenna trailing
from the ship. He did state, however, that the ship was asking a high landing
but that this was orthodox Procedure in every way.

He stated that due to the drying out process of the superstructure
of the ship which had become wet due to the previous rain, it was both possible
and practical to assume that the ship was valving off hydrogen gas.

He was positive in his statement that at the time of the fire and

explosion, the Hindenburg had definitely checked its forward momentum and was
more or less stationary. He did state, however, that he is quite positive
there was no backward movement to the ship.

Upon being questioned as to what was his basis for estimating the
height of the Hindenburg at the time of the explosion, Tyler informed that the
trail ropes were 417 feet long and that due to the fact that approximately half
of this trail rope was still uncoiled after striking the earth, he estimated
that the ship was approximately 200 feet in the air.

In reply to a question concerning the valving off of gas, Tyler
stated that once the landing lines are properly connected to the niggerheads
and after the main mooring cable is attached to the main cable of the ship,
the ship is then drawn down mechanically by the main mooring cable, and that
once this process is under way there is no further need to valve off hydrogen
gas, due to the fact that the ship loses altitude by force being applied through
the means of the snoring cable.

Lt. Tyler states that to his recollection the gindenburg first
appeared in sight of Lakehurst shortly after four o&#39;clock p.m. on the afternoon
of May 6, 1937, and that it was his unerstanding that the ship was scheduled

to depart again for Germany as close to 10,00 p.m. as possible that night. He
also stated that even though the Germans might have been attempting to make as
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much haste as possible in order to depart by 10g00 p.m., he was not of the

opinion that they would be hasty or careless for speed&#39;s sake, due to the
fact of their wide experience with lighter-thanpair craft.

Again referring to the explosion, Lt. Tyler stated that he was
of the opinion that ittook place in the area between the port fin and the port
aft engines and that he felt that the subsequent detonations heard by him were
caused by each cell catching fire subsequent to the first outburst. He also
stated that the first explosion sounded to him as though it was a gas detona-
tion. However, he stated that if one of the gas cells had had a purety of

85% or less, the explosion upon having this concoction ignited would have been
terrific. &#39;

In Lt. Tyler&#39;s opinion, static electricity could only have been
grounded by means of allowing a metal cable to touch the groun from the ship
or that the manila ropes could have grounded the static electricity if they

had been soaking wet. ;

He stated that the color of the fire first observed by him ap-
peared to be of a reddish tint, and that it maintained this color. He

stated that he could not observe the extreme top of the Hindenburg due

position.

He also stated that the Hindenburg did not appear to be

ticularly tail-heavy after the discharge of ballast, and in connection
with, he stated that it would appear inconsistent to discharge ballast

also

to his

Par"

there-
at the

same time as valving off hydrogen gas, for the simple reason that one operation
is to correct or equalize the other.

He also stated that to his recollection there were no landing

or running lights or passenger cabin lights lit on board the gindenburg. He
also stated that he did not observe any propellers or motors behaving oddly,
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the aft engines were operating at full speed shortly before the crash.

He stated he is of the opinion that the flames observed by him
were hydrogen flames.

Lt. Tyler admitted to the Board that he is possessed of

a limited amount of experience or knowledge concerning electricity and
only
static

electricity, and further that he is not an authority on motor operations. He
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stated that he did not notice any of the motors on the Hindenburg backfiring
and discharging flame in the exhaust, but he states also that he did not
have a full view of the exhausts-

He stated that to his knowledge the fabric used on the
Hindenburg was referred to as "doped" fabric-

The testimony of Tyler was wound up by his referring to
the fact that he has never heard of a charge of static electricity being
given off by a dry manila rope.

��ee

on may 12, 195?, Lt. Benjamin May, of the United States
Navy, stationed at the Naval Base, Lekehurst, New Jersey, testified before
the Board representing the Department of Commerce, and stated that he was

assistant mooring officer stationed atop the mooring mast on May 6, 1957,
at the time that the Hindenburg was attempting to land on lay 6»

Lt. May stated that he had been associated with lighter-than-

air craft since 1928; that he had performed duty on the Airship Les Lngeles
as well as small non�rigid airships; that he took a round-trip passage on the
Hindenburg as an observer for the United States Navy during the summer of
1936, and that in connection with this trip, he was allowed to roam the entire

ship, to observe the methods of operation as well as the mechanics and structure
of the same.

on May 6, he stated that he received orders to prepare the top
of the mast to receive the Hindenburg and that he was then instructed to carry
out the function of taking up the main wire cable which was to be played out of
the nose of the Hindenburg-

He stated that at the

mast and prior to the explosion that
ground, although he does recall that
limited distance from the earth-

He also revealed that

time the Hindenburg approached the mooring
this main cable had at no tine touched the

it had been played out slightly to a

the Hindenburg had approached the landing
field from the south, had passed over the mooring mast and proceeded north
and then to the port side and headed into the wind to make her approach to the

mooring mast; that the Airship then passed over the Officers� quarters at

B -
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Lakehurst and at this time, he noticed that she was apparently heavy in the
stern and that quite a bit of ballast was dropped at the stern of the ship.

He was also of the opinion that the approach of the Hindenburg
towards the mooring mast seemed rather fast for such a big airship, and that

it was a faster approach than had been made during her previous voyages during
the summer of 1936, and that it is to be noted in ccnection therewith that

Lt. lay was stationed at the mooring mast during this period cf time in the
same capacity that he had assumed on Hay 6, 1937.

He states that the Bindenburg, upon approaching the Hindenburg
circle, had put her forward motors as well as her aft motors in reverse. He
states that the ship came to a stationary position and that as she was drop-
ping her trail ropes, he felt a cold wind come in from the west. He states
that a shift of wind caused the nose of the Hindcnburg to fall off the mast
position and drift slightly to the starboard; that as th ship started to
drift, he noticed that the crew handling the port line seemed to be having
a little trouble but that this line was immediately thereafter hooked on to

the yawl guide line which was attached to the mast engine, and he observed
that three or four turns were taken on the niggerhead of the port yawl guide
motor and that these turns took out all of the slack on the port line. He
stated that he was closely observing the Hindenburg at this time for the pur-
post of ascertaining the proper way to handle her at this time; that the nest
orei iouid then handle her accordingly at the time they would receive the main
wire cable. He stated that it was about this time that he noticed just aft
of the power car and just ahead of the port find in about the middle of the bag
that this area seesed to collapse outwardly and he noticed small streaks of
flame; further that this was followed almost immediately by a muffled explosion,
and a blast was noted about the tine of the first outward burst on the super-

structure. He stated that he was approximately 600 feet from the outburst
noted on the port side of the ship and that probably due to this distance he
felt no concussion from this explosion. Lt. May was of the opinion that there
use another explosion immediately thereafter and at this explosion, it appeared
that the entire stern became enveloped in fire and that the flames progressed
rapidly forward. At this time, the stern settled to the earth and anchored
the ship so that she stopped her drifting and also ceased her upward motion,
which apparently had been caused by the first of the explosions, and the entire
ship settled to earth and by the tine that she had settled, the entire ship was
consumed with hydrogen flames.

_&#39;

Lt. May stated that he immediately rushed toward the ship and

by the time he had reached the wreckage, the Hin�enburg was still burning, but
that the hydrogen flames had subsided and it appeared that only the fuel oil
was burning.

_ D _II 57 1-
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as to the color of the flame that he noticed prior to the

explosion and along therewith, he stated that it appeared to he bright
yellow in color and that this tint was maintained until the settling of
the ship, at which time it took on a more reddish hue. According to Lt.
Iay, the first outburst that he noticed was of a mild nature and it ap-
peared that the framework parted and came out in sections, and that this

was followed immediately by a detonation.

He stated that he observed no radio antenna trailing from
the ship, and he does recall that the trail ropes had been thrown prior

to the explosion and that the coils upon reaching the ground had emitted
dust, indicating that they were quite dry. He also informed that at no
time did he observe any after lines being dropped.

At this time, there was introduced into evidence a diagram

of the ship along with a designation by Lt. Hay thereon showing the position
of the first outburst noted by him.

Lt. May states that at no time did he notice a glow or flame
on board the Eindenburg prior to the outburst and that in connection.with the
noting of the structural outburst, he heard a sound that seemed to be the
cracking of natal and also that he is of the opinion that the structure was
virtually shot out at the area of the outburst, and that flames seemed to
follow this eruption of structure. stated that the muffled detonationHe

that followed seemed to be unconfined in nature and that isnndietely there-
after a flame shot out of the side of the superstructure, and this was followed

by a flame that flared from the top of the ship. This flame at the top of
the ship was dartlike in appearance and extended from the ship some thirty
feet into the air and was accompanied by other fingers of flame, 6 or B�
in width, all being 20 to 30 feet long. He states that his position at the
time was one that was below the ship and also below the area of the explosion-

Upon being questioned further concerning the sound of the
outburst, he stated that it seemed to be hollow and of a metallic nature, and

was similar to the cracking of timbers.

He also testified that it was his recollection that all of the

motors on the Hindenburg were functioning in reverse at the tine. He also
recalls that the exhaust of the aft port engine gave off some discharge, but
he cannot relate as to the exact time relative to the explosion that this

discharge was noticed by him-

He stated that it has been his observation that the Germans have
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e tendency to utilise a sethod of backing the engines in landing more so
than the Americans.

Also, in response to a question, the Lieutenant informed
that he does not know the amount of gas pressure maintained in the gas cells
of the Hindenhurg at the beginning of her voyage, but he did state that
it is his opinion that there is a diffusion of gas through the fabric covering
at all times.

He also stated that he does not recall seeing any landing
lights or any light of any nature aboard the Hindenburg at the time that
she approached for landing.

_-I-an

On May 12, 1937, the following record was made of the testimony
of Lieutenant Richard S. Andrews, who is a Junior Grade Lieutenant, U. S.

Navy, presently assigned at the Naval Base at Lakehurst, New Jersey.

According to Lt. Andrews, he has been stationed at Lakehurst
for the last ten months and he was on active duty on May 6, 1937, that date
being the day of the arrival of the Airship Hinenburg; further that he was
in charge of the detail that was to handle the landing of the control car
of the Airship and in connection therewith it eas the duty of this detail
to physically catch hold of the control car and properly moor her to the &#39;
earth.

He states that he saw the Hindenburg approach the landing
field; that she circled the field and then went in the general direction of

Seaside, New Jersey; that at this tine, the ground crew took up stations at
130 degrees off the landing flag on the flOlde He also stated that the
Assistant Mooring Gffioer had stationed a detail at 70 degrees following the
appearance of the Hindenburg over the field; that it was at this time that
there was a slight shower of rain and the crew was placed under shelter and a

short time again took up positions and again, due to the occurrence of showers
and the fact that the Hindenburg had not returned, the landing crew was againn
placed under cover. The lest rain lasted but a short while and that as it
lessened, it was noted that the sky was clearing in the west» The ground crew
then again took up their stations and the Hindenburg was observed approaching
the landing field from the general direction of �akehurst, New Jersey, and that

-11-
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she crossed the field at approximately five hundred feet in the air, made
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the field, due to the change of the wind, had the ground crew change
position to due north, in view of the wind change, and that the order was
changed for position to be assumed at 320 degrees off the landing flag.
At about this time, the Hindenburg proceeded, approached the mooring mast,
made a right turn and there was again a change on the part of the landing
crew in order to take up more favorable stations based upon the position of

the approaching airship.

Lt. Andrews noticed that the Hinenhurg was approaching at
a higher rate of speed than usual and that the motors both forward and aft
were being raced and that he thought this was unusual at the time. He
stated that the forward momentum of the ship was checked, and that the guide

lines were dropped from the forward part of the ship. It is interesting to
note that at this time, according to Lt. Andrews, he, along with his detail,
was located practically directly below the airship.

Andrews stated that he noticed the port line was dropped and
that at first it seemed to foul, but that later it straightened out and

it was then properly connected with the port yawl guide rope. At this time,
he noticed that the ship&#39;s nose began to rise and the bow fell off to the
starboard. He also recalls that the engines of the Hindenburg had become
quiet at this time, but that he feels the two forward motors were still run-
ning, turning over slowly, and that the aft engines, pert and starboard, had
either stopped or had stalled.

Upon further inquiry, it was revealed that Lt. Andrews had
clear observation of only the port motor and that, therefore, he could only
give an opinion as to the condition of the port aft engine.

Lt. Andrews stated that he noticed that sparks were being

discharged from the exhaust of the port aft motor and upon being questioned
as to whether he was watching the ship, Lt. Andrews informed that his entire
detail had been watching the ship intently, due to the fact that one of the
lines that was cast off by the Hindenburg previously had almost hit one of
his detail and he had called out orders that all hands were to observe the ship
in order that none of the landing lines should cause an accident, and in order
that none of the duties of his detail should he inefficiently performed.

-12-
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Shortly thereafter, Andrews stated that he saw a burst of
flame that appeared to be horizontal in nature and was located on the
port side of the ship ahead of the fin and slightly below the longitudinal
axis of the superstructure. He noted that the flames spread over the stern
rapidly and a detonation was heard. He recalls feeling no concussion as&#39;a
result of this explosion, but does recall that he issued orders for his entire
detail to run clear of the ship. He stated that his entire party ran in the
direction of the port bow and that he looked over his shoulder and went out

of range of the ship. He stopped and noticed that the ship was settling for-
ward to the ground.

Lt. Andrews states that he does not recall seeing any persons
leave the ship prior to the time that she struck the earth following the ex-
plosion and he recalls seeing the control oar strike the earth and the super-
structure settle over her in a flaming mass. It was at this point that he
proceeded immediately to the wreckage and engaged in rescue work and the record
will reflect in some detail the various acts performed by Lt. Andrews and the
various members of his crew.

_ Lt. Andrews was recalled to the stand on the morning of May 13,
1937, at which time he was further interrogated as to his observation on the

evening of May 6, and in connection therewith, he states that in his opinion,
he saw the flash of flame and fire prior to the time that he was conscious of
hearing the detonation and further, that the sound seemed to him to be more

like a shot or the discharge of explosives.

He stated that, to his knowledge, the bow of the ship was
steady at the time of the fire and explosion, but that there was a strain on
the port bow trailing line. He again reiterated that the first flame that he

had seen aft on the ship appeared to go out horizontally from the Hindenburg
and that he does not recall seeing any structure being discharged from the ship
and further, that he did not see, to his knowledge, any structural failure

on the Hindenburg prior to the time of the explosion. He clarified this, how-
ever by stating that he had a limited view of the ship due to the fact that his

position caused him to take up station directly under the ship. He feels he

can state positively, though, that the Eindenburg was stationary at the time
of the fire and explosion, and that the stern of the ship was slowly swinging
to the starboard. He also feels that the aft port engine was idling and that
the forward mtors were also turning over slowly.

Regarding the sparks that he noted at the port aft motor, he
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informed that they seemed to be going out in the exhaust stream and further
that in his opinion, Diesel engines give off sparks in the exhaust stream
when they have been raced and also that he is of the opinion that the aft

motors of the Hindenburg were still in reverse at the time of the blast and
fire. He also stated that in his opinion if a motor was in reverse, sparks
from the exhaust stream would be thrown forward, rather than backward.

He also stated, in response to a question, that he is of the
opinion that to shift the cams in the transmission of the Diesel engines being
utilised by the Hindenburg, it is necessary that the main crankshaft or screw
had to be stopped from her forward rotating notion before she could be thrown
into the reverse notion.

pp-

�n Uni? 15. 103&#39;]. PF.lIn1r Ff- Inn? A5151 �n&#39;nn&#39;§nAnw Qnn-{nee fie-vnrlnye� .113�-IJ&#39; -10� Jnvwr, ;.--no-n no ;|,a-even�. -raw-5- Wblbbl-I991, |.|92-ll-I-d-uu  Iceland,

who performs certain duties at the Naval Air Station, Lakehurst, New Jersey,
gave testimony before the Board for the purpose of laying foundation for the
introduction into evidence of charts showing the exact position of the wreck-
age of the Hindenburg and its relation to the other physical structures on the
reservation at Lakehurst.

Knox stated that the diagram was based on tangent measurements
and that they were exact to within six inches.

_ 14 _
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Ea? 16, 195?.

On Hay 15, 1957 B05&#39;Sn 0fficer&#39;H. A. BUCKLEY testified before
the Board, and in connection therewith he informed that on May 6, 1937
he was acting as Assistant lboring Officer and had taken up position
away from the mast.

Insofar as his background was with lighter-than-air craft,
Officer Buckley informed that during the period of time from the years
1916 to 1921 he ins on active duty in connection with lighterethsnesir
craft, and that subsequent thereto he had been on active duty on the
Airship Ins Angeles, as well as the Shenandoah, and that he had per-
formed temporary duty on the U.S.S. Akron and had put in two years
aboard the Eaoon,�as well as having previous experience at the Naval
Base at lakehurst, New Jersey. Officer Buckley stated that he can point
to 19 years of continuous service with lighter-thaneair craft, and that
insofar as the iirship Hindenburg is concerned, he infornwd that he made
a short flight aboard her during the fall of 1936 and that this gave him
a slight knowledge of the general construction of this ships

Getting back to the date of Hay 6, 1937 Buckley informed that
as Assistant Mooring Officer it was one of his duties to check all of
the moving equipment on the field that was to be utilized in the land-
ing of the Hindenburg, and that he distinctly remembers making a thor-
ough check of this equipment and he fbud it all to be in satisfactory
condition, and further, that at the time the Hindenburg approached the
landing field everything was in readiness to properly handle her at the
time she attempted to land. Es stated that the sero hour nae set for
5 P.M., Daylight Saving Time, on My 6, 1957, and that all of the men
were congregated in the main hangar, and subsequent thereto they assumed
their proper positions on the field. At this time there was a slight
rain, according to Buckley, and along with the rain the Hindenbnrg hoved
in sight, coming apparently along the New Jersey coast line. When the
�Ship came over the landing field the ground crew was innndiately put in-
to position, but the zeppelin continued on over the landing field, and
inasmuch as a heavier shower set in, it was deemed expedient to give or-
ders for the sround crew to take shelter, In.the meantime the Hindem-

burg had disappeared from the horizon. Very shortly the Hindenburg again
sight and the ground crew again took their places on the field.came into

According to Buckley, when the Hindenburg was 350 to hO0 yards frcm.the
mooring mast he recalls that the motors both forward and aft were idling
and appeared to be in reverse gear, and during this procedure she was
decreasing her altitude.

He recalled seeing the trail ropes being dropped from the
_forward part of the ship, and he also recalled that the ship tended
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to drift to the starboard and at the sans time assumed e. gentle rise

upward. The zeppelin, according to Buckley, was approximately 100
feet in the air when her trail ropes were dropped, and that subsequent
thereto he would estimate that sheroe to an altitude of 250 feet-
It was about this time that Buckley recalls seeing fire appear on the
superstructure between the fin, port side, and the port after engine,
as well as seeing fire �burst out along the entire center line of the
ship about two-thirds of the way up. Buckley stated that he did not
recall seeing the �wt :~.......g*****~ light havig men lit, and it should he
noted that this light is situated near the sane on the nose of the

lhipn

Buckley infcrmed that the moring operations up to the
time of the accident appeared to him to be normal in every respect,
and in his estimation the landing would have been properly made had
it not been for the subsequent accident,

He recalled �t after the trail ropes werelet out iron
the Hindenburg at the time they mde impact with the earth, a cloud
of dust arose, indicating that these menilla trail ropes were quite
dry. He also stated that the trail ropes were properly tied into
the port and starboard yaw}. guide ropes, but that only the port yaw].
guide ropes had been taken in to reduce the slack.

Upon further questioning, Buckley informed that the trail
ropes were not used in the same manner that they were used on lleq 6
195? as they were used during the summer of 1956, and further, in his
opinion the Hindenburg was making what he would term. a "high landing."
Last year, according to Buckley, the trail ropes were usually not used
until the Hindenburg had been otherwise fastened in some way to the
lending field, and after she had been made fast the trail ropes would
be brought into use,

According to Buckley also, he had never seen the Hindem-
burg mks a landing during the summer of 1936 at lakehurst in such
stormy conditions as those conditions which prevailed on the evening
oi� Hay 6th,

Buckley informed that at the time of the fire he was
standing ahead oi� the ship about 100 to 150 feet to the port side;
that as he saw the fire he �believes that it was followed by a sort
oi� a puff or mzffled explosion: that at the time of the fire he was
not looking at the pa Itioular spot at which the fire broke out, but
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the breaking out of the fire attracted his attention at once to �iat
portion of the vessels. He also informed that he noticed no structural
failure that he can recall prior to the time he saw the first flame,

followed by the muffled explosion, but he does recall that the motors
had been in reverse and that at the time of the appearance of the fire
it is his recollection that the mt-are were idling, end that at the
time he saw the first outburst of fire he believes that the motors

had been slowed down for approximately one half minute.

it this time there was marked for identification a diagram
of the field at Lakehurst as well as the diagram of the Hindenburg it-

self upon which appears the markings of Officer Buckley which indicate
the position that he assumed at the time of the ship&#39;s approach for
landing on Hay 6th.

Upon further questioning he stated that he did not recall
whether the motors were started or stopped several times during the

nanoeuvers performed in the ship&#39;s attempted landing, due to the fact
that he was more concerned in getting the ground crew under his direct
supervision into the proper position so that the ship could be proper-
ly received at the time that she was ready to be moored.

He described the first flame seen by him as being fifteen
to twenty feet in length and five to ten feet in width, and that it ap-
peared two-thirds of the way up on the ship&#39;s back. Upon further
questioning Buckley informed that he does recall that the Hindenburg
had moored under more difficult conditions during the last year of 1936
than the conditions prevailing on Hay 6th, and that he wanted to clarify
his previous statement regarding the conditions on lhy 6th to read
"that stormy conditions certainly prevailed and that the conditions
were more storngr than any under which she had previously landed at
Lakehurst, but that the Hindenburg had landed under more difficult con-
ditions at Lakehurst, which conditions were produced not by stormy wea-

ther but �by strong prevailing winds.�

He also stated that he did not feel that there were any

difficulties encountered in the landing on May 6th up to the time that
the accident occurred. Further, that the ship appeared to be making
e. usual landing, and �n-ther, that even though the Bindenburg was slight
ly heavy at the stern he is of the opinion that for a lighter-than-air
craft to show e. slight list in the stern is not an unusual condition
at the time she attempts to land. Further, he stated that the discharge
of water ballast to correct  list ait was most certainly the erthee
dcx manner in correcting such a condition,

- . ... .q,,_._.  .
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&#39; Ihie offieer stated that last year the Hindeniburg had
usually utilized what they called "spider lines� in landing at Lake-
hurst, but that for sane reason or other on her initial trip for this
year she preferred to use the guide line form of landing.

Officer Buckley also stated that to his knowledge nothing
has been found on the field in the vicinity of the wreckage of the Hin-
denburg that would indicate that it had been removed from the wreckage
in the manner that it was blown as if from an explosion. He also sta-
ted that to the best of his recollection the flame and detonation heard

and observed by him seemed to occur almost simultaneously, and further,
that he does not recall feeling a concussion on the ground at all.

On Hay 15, 1957 there also appeared before the Board rep-
resenting the Department of Gonmerce in connection with the instant
investigation, EFEF B0$�Sh"S  FFEUERICK J0$�Ei=H TGBIH, who infoi-Tzed
that he had been associated with lighter-than-air craft since the year
1922, at which time he was stationed at the Navy air field at Pensicola,
Florida. This o�ioer was a member of the crew of the ill-fated Shen-
andoah, and was one of the crew on board at the time that the Shenandoah
crashed in the middle west. He was also a member of the crew of the
Los Angeles, and was attached to the ground crew that took care of the
landing operations of the Airship ah-on, as well as the Airship Hinden-
�burg.

On May 6, 195&#39;] Tobin was assigned to the duty of assisting
the mooring the Hindenburg, and in connection therewith his duty was to
have his men attach the ground ropes  the yawl guide lines! to the guide
lines which were thrown out from the ship. Besides this he also had
more or less of a roving commission in that he was to observe the entire
landing field and see that all of the operations were functioning prop-
erly, and be of any assistance possible in the event the lines fouled or
one of the lending crews became confused and performed their work in

inefficle� *marn1-"~e r.

According to Tobin the Hindenburg on Hey 6th passed over
the ground crew in more or less of s. manoeuver and proceeded across the
field, melting a left turn. It was at this time that he noticed that
one of the rudders at the rear of the Hindenburg on the port side was
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two degrees off tron the rudder on the starboard side. According to
Tobin these two rudders should be properly synchronised, and therefore,
if working properly, should be in relatively the same position. He
stated that the Hindenburg continued to make a left turn and slowly
approach the mooring mast for the landing operations, and at this time
he would esti.&#39;r.ate that she one appronhmately 590 i�eet in the air and
upon checking her forward motion it appeared that she started to grad-
ually shift to the port side. He states that the trail ropes were
dropped from the ship and he recalls that the port trail rope was at-
tached to the yawl guide line by the grounding crew and tint the star--�
board rope was also taken up by the grounding crew on the starboard
side, but apparently was not long enough to attach to the starboard
ysorl guide line. He is of the opinion that the starboard trail rope
was never attached to the starboard yawl guide line.

It was at this time that Officer Tobin noticed a burst of
smoke and flame, accompanied by e. crackling sound, and further, that
the sound heard by him was quite similar to the sound that he remembered

mihearing at the time that the Shenandoah cracked up in the
at which time he was a member of the crew. He stated that
crew, while taken by surprise, immediately followed orders

ddle west,

the ground
and attempted

to get out from under the bow of the ship, inasmuch as the ship was
settling rapidly towards the earth.

He was of the opinion that the flame noticed by him started
in the aft part of -the ship near the rear port �n, and a little below
the equator of the superstructure. He also recalls that shortly after
running away from the wreck, the tail oi� the Himienburg enveloped in
flames and crashed to the earth.

Upon being questioned concerning his observance at the time
of the outbreak of the fire, he informed that he saw the flames and
heard the detonation but he could not recall exactly how the engines,
either forward or aft, were functioning. However, he does recall that
just prior to the explosion the engines were working a little more rap-
idly than usual, and further, he recalls that they were making s. little
more noise than they usually made during the process of landing manoeuvers;
however, there appeared to be nothing irregular about the engines. He
also stated that he did not see any of the engines idling from the pOBl-&#39;
tion that he had assumed, which position was directly under the mooring
cone at the nose of the ship.

Upon further inquiry regarding the rudder positions, he
clarified the rudder appearance by stating that the lower rudder ap-

&#39; "- .... ..... _ h.-».....__....._
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peared to be placed hard to the left, and that the upper rudder was
three or four degrees to the right. Be statedihat he did not follow
the operation of the ship after she passed over the landing field the
first time with respect to the rudders. _

Subsequent to the accident he has viewed the wreckage
of the Hindenburg and has observed that he deems to be an emergency

tackle setup which has been placed on the operative equipment from
the control car to the rear port fin, and it appears that this tackle
is attached to the lower fin and it night have been so attached as a

temporary arrangement for the taking up of slack in the controls of
this fin. He stated this would not, in his opinion  the slack! cause
undue vibrations in any of the other parts of the ship. However, he
cannot definitely state whether this temporary tackle was in fact at-
tached to the controls of the lower fin.

With regard to the rudders, Tobin stated that in his cp-
inion one could be free to roam, due to the fact that her controls

were not working properly, yet the other rudder, if properly set, would
be sufficient to keep the ship on its course. He also stated that due
to his position he had a limited view of the Hindenburg at the time

that she began her mooring operation, and that, therefore, he might
not be in a position to see a smaller flame higher up on the ship&#39;s
superstructure, but he does recall seeing the larger flames appear on
the port side aft, and that he was first concerned about the safety
of the ship at the time he saw the smoke and flames. Further, that he

was of the opinion that the sound of the crackling noise, which re-
minded him of wires being broken, as well as broken girders, seemed to
precede the appearance of the flame.

Upon being questioned as to why he did not report the ap-
parent defect in the rudders of the Hindemburg, he replied that he was
of the opinion that this defect was merely an optical illusion on his
pert and that he considered the Hindenhurg under control at all times
up to the tim of the fire. He also stated that there is a clutching
device which is utilized on s great many American ships which makes it
possible to steer the ship in a satisfactory manner even though one rud-

der is not fxmctioning satisfactorily, but he does not know whether or
not the Hindenburg was equipped with this device. He also stated that
the damage to the rudder wire would not necessarilydamege the gas cells
or the

such a

rudder

superstructure, in his opinion, and that he has never heard of
thing in his experience. However, he does consider that the
defect noted by hin.might be considered one of the probabilities
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in eonneotion.uith the eauses of the wreck. se also stated that the
rudder defect was noticed by Iilliem Bishop, a member of his detail,
end that Bishop made mentios of the defeat to iii: at the tire that
the Hindenbuz-5 passed overhead.

Also on lay 15, 1937 the statement of ITLLIAH F. BISHOP,
a member of the ground crew, as well as e. member or the U. 8. navy,
stationed at the Naval base at Lakehnrst, lee Jersey, was heard by the
hoard of Inquiry.

He testified that he had been associated with lighter-than»
air draft from.August 1925 until October 1930, at which time he was
assigned to general field dty at Lakehurst, New Jersey: that the first
association he had had with the Airship Hindenburg was on Hay 6, 1957
on her initial voyage of this year from GOl�Ii�l.8.�liQFe Further, that he was
assigned to the mooring section of the groud crew, and that his hue
mediate superior was Officer F. J, Tobin. ;

He testified that one of his dties was to take in the

guide ropes after they were fastened to the yawl guide lines and tie
them around the niggerhead, and after they were so fastened, see that
all of the slaok was reduced in these lines. He testified that he
recalled seeing the Hindenburg approach the landing field at Lakehurst,
and as she passed over the field and proceeded off; he noticed that the
top rudder was a little to the starboard side and the lower rudder was
a little to the port side and that they appeared not to be properly
syrieh-r-seized. He stated that he was about 209 feet from the ma:-org
mast at the time that the ship passed directly overhead, and that he
observed the rudder at the time she passed. He stated that at the time
the ship approached the mnoring mast to effect her landing, he Ian,
of course, primarily interested in the handling of the trail ropes
that were dropped from the ship; that in connection therewith he picked
up the port line that he was thrown out from the forward part of the
Eindenburg, and fastened it to the yawl guide line, and in turn fastened
it to the niggerhead, and that upon completing this operation he pro-
oeedsd over toward the starboard trail ropes it this tim he noticed
that the ship was starting to drift slowly at the stern in a starboard
direction. He could see all of the port side Of the ship from the bow
to the fins. He recalls seeing the lanes appear on the after port side
of the ship, and it appeared to him as though these flames were coming
from the inside of the superstructure and that the flames, when they
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burst out of the port side, appeared to be a little above and aft of the
rear port motor and ahead of the rear port fin. Further, that this
blaze was four or five feet wide and was a good sized one, being red-
dish in color. He believes that after he saw the �ame he heard an

explosion.

At this time Bishop informed that his job on met lighter-
than-air projects had to do with gas cells. He stated that upon exem-
ining the wreckage of the Hindenburg in a prefunctory manner, he noticed
what appeared to him to be a temporary tackle installed on the horizontal
rigging on the after part of the ship. He also stated that in his op-
inion cross rudders can be dangerous if one "fouls the other.

In response to inquiry he stated that the Hindenburg ap-
peared to be under control, but in connection therewith he stated that
it is his opinion that the ship could have been steered with only one
rudder being operated properly. Also in response to inquiry he stated
that the starboard rudder appeared to him to be fifteen degrees out
of line with the other rudder. He also stated that neither of the rud-

ders appeared to move while he was watching them. He further stated
that the ship did not appear to him to be getting into the wind as she
came in to land the way that she should 138.780

Upon further interrogation Bishop stated that it is true
that the zeppelin made a sharp turn to the left, and that such a man-
oeuver should not indicate that there was any rudder difficulty being
encountered on the part of the ship&#39;s ez-err, and that the approach to
the mooring mast made by the Hindenburg was a rapid one and he admitted
that it would be likely that if a steering difficulty was being en-
countered, that the ship&#39;s approach would be low.

Bishop informed thatciae to his position at the time of
the attempted landing oi� the ship, he was not qualified to cement
on the condition of the aft port motor.

�ge-_

There was also called to testiiy before the Board of In-

quiry, �Dep8.1�l2m6n�l; of Comoros, on Hay 15, 1937, HA1 BIRIIERIBERG, who
was e. room steward on board the Hindenburg at the time that she arrived

at Lakehurst on T!-Jay 6, 195?. at the time that this individual testi=
�ed it was necessary to utilize the services oi� Sydney B. Smith as
interpreter. Smith is a representative of the State Dqpartment from
Washington, D. C-

. i ..,,,_ . 92 __ . ___F __
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Hennerberg testified that in his estimation the fire
broke out on the port side of the ship in the beginning, and that the
flames were behind him; that he is of the opinion that he first saw
the flame or the re�ection of the flame, and subsequently heard the
explosion or detonation.

He stated that there were no lights �burning on the ship,
at least in the section in which he was located, at the time of the
fire, and in clarification thereof stated that he was in the passenger
dining salon observing the landing operations from the window in the
dining salon. E stated that after the appearance of the fla�e he
heard a dull detonation followed by several others. He stated that
he could not see much of the superstructure in the aft part of the
ship, nor could he see the port after motors. He did not recall feel-
ing any vibration immediately before the fire broke out or immediately
after the fire broke out, and neither can he estimate the lapse of
time between the appearance of the fire or the reflection thereof," and
the hearing of the detonation.

.. _ _.92__.1 _ 92._ 92._ __... .. .._n_ --I--._.-....-I .......... A -. .- _Ht: gi�atuu il&#39;i.-tit I16 and �Gwen. a. ruvus uvtlvlnru. upuu. �Gila His.|.du�--
"burg since the time of her conmissioning, and that he had been with
the German Zeppelin Transport Company since lhrch 6, 1936 and that at
no time has he assumed the position of anything but room steward dur-
ing this time.

p He stated that after the appearance of fire and the de-
tonation he stayed at the window of the dining salon, and when the ship
was e.ppr0:&#39;ima&#39;be1y 50 feet above the ground he jumped out the window,
Q-.92A .-�nu _1{n9292+-hn|-- an -I-kn 0vI|92h&#39;nf| hp |nr.92en&#39;|n&#39;I92&#39;leH �n �n&#39;Pn&#39;hr-=&#39;-H� "1"" =-=-es�"-Pa "H we" e-~&#39;-�H --v --&#39;--------~ -� -��-�.r-

He also informed that to the best of his knowledge he is

of the opinion that the Hindenburg prior to the outbreak of fire was
operating in a satisfactory manner, and that her crossing had been
normal in every respect.

it this time he recalled that the detonation heard by him
subsequent to the appearance of fire was of sufficient force to throw
Q heacllong, to the floor, and iilrther, that this detonation reminded
him of the bark of e. heavy artillery piece. He was first concerned
about the safety of the ship and of his personal safety at the time
he first saw the reflection of flame.

In response to inquiry he stated that at no time prior
to the accident bad he overheard any conversation about a mechanical

~ " � &#39; """� " .- i.___. __.-.... . _____..._A .. _ _�_~
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or structural difficulty of the Hindenburg, and also in response to
inquiry he stated that upon the ship&#39;s arrival in America airplanes
were constantly f1ying&#39;within full view of the zeppelin, but that none
of these planes behaved in such a manner that it gave him any concern
whatsoever.

Hennerberg stated that he could give no information of
value connerning the accident, inasmuch as he ess eithcst knowledge
of&#39;same.

There also appeared before the Board of Inquiry on May
1}, 193? FRITZ DEEG. In connection with this testimony the services
of Sydney B. Smith, of the State Department, were utilized as the
State interpreters

Deeg informed that he was one of the crew personnel
aboard the Hinnenburg at the time that she met her accident on the
evening of May 6th, and that he was performing in the capacity of
cabin steward. He stated that he had previously worked on board the
Graf Zeppelin in the year 195k, and that upon securing this position
as steward aboard the Graf Zeppelin, this marked the beginning Of his
association with lighter-than-air craft.

He informed that he went aboard the Bindenburg as a reap

ber of her crew in August 1936 and that he was on board the Hindem-
burg on all of her voyages henceforth with the exception of missing
the last trip to America in 1936.

He stated that on Hay 6, 1937 at the time that the Hind-
enburg was approaching the mooring mast he was standing at an open
window on the port side in the passenger&#39;s dining salon. He stated
he recalls seeing �ax Hennerberg also standing at one of the forward
windows in the dining salon. Deeg testified he recalls seeing the
guide ropes being dropped from the forward part of the Hindenburg, and
that it was shortly thereafter that he felt a blast that shook the
ship and that this blast had apparently emanated from the stern por-
tion oi the ship. He also recalls that he had a difficult time main-
taining his footing subsequent to the blast, and that he was able to
tuble out of the window of the dining salon.

,_... ..,,__,.....,_.,...
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He stated that after the ship settled most of the flames
appeared on the starboard side of the wreckage, and Iithin the brief
period of twenty minutes the entire ship was consumed by fire.

It this time he outlined in detail his various rescue

activities, and in connection therewith he stated that he juped from
the ship when she was a little over thirty feet from the groud. Deeg
stated that he had no idea whether he hard the blast or detonation

before he saw flames appear. He also informed that he felt or heard
nothing unusual prior to the detonation and appearance of the flames.
He did testify that he recalled talking to Captain Lehmann on the star-
board side of the vessel, and that during this conversation Captain
Lehmann instructed him to move to the port side of the vessel, which
was more or less uoccupied.

Be also testified that insofar as he knew the entire trip
from Germany had been most satisfactory, and that he was of the opinion
that the mechanical as well as the operative functions of the vessel
were normal. He recalls that after the detonation all of the furniture
in the dining salon started to roll backwards and the ship canted to

a fifty to sixty degree angle.

He also testified that after the Hindenburg had sighted
land in America the various airplanes were observed flying in the air
in the vicinity of the Hindenburg, and that he recalls that one news
airplane, apparently containing newspaper photographers, flew along
with the Hindenburg for about fortyhfive minutes. as also stated that
none of the antics of any of these airplanes caused him undue concern;
further, he had no concern for his own safety or the safety of the
Hindenburg until after the appearance of fire and the sound of the ex-
plosion. -

BEVERIN KLEIN, a steward aboard the Hindenburg on Hay 6,
19}? testified before the Board of Inquiry on May 1}, 193?. He stated
that he made all of the voyages with the Hindenburg as a room steward

during the season of 1936, but that prior to 1956 he had hadno previous
experience with airship travel.

He stated that on May 6th at the time the Hindenburg came
to a stationary position during her approach to �n mooring inst to
begin mooring operations, he was standing in the dining salon on the
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port side of the ship at window nmber three. Eb stated that this is
eitnated in the aft part of-the dining salon. Eb also recalls that
Fritz Deeg and lax Hennerberg were also at windows in the dining salon.
Eb stated that at no time did he lean out of the window, and therefore
his observation of the ship itself was quite limited. He recalls see-
ing the reflection of fire, but does not recall from whet portion of
the ship it seemed to emanate from. Be also testified he heard the
explosion at approximately the same time he noticed the reflection of
flames and cannot recall exactly when he felt a jolt or vibration, but
he does recall feeling a strong vibration.Ihich threw him headlong ins
to a corner along withcther passengers as well as objects of furniture.
He stated further that he cannot recall the exact color or texture of
flame or the reflection of flame, but that his mind is at blank except
that he recalls he juped from the ship at the time that the zeppelin
was from ten to twelve meters above the earth. He informed further

that he experienced nothing unusual prior to the ieeling of the jolt
or vibration, or prior to the observation of the reflection of fire or
the fire itself.

Germany
insofar

amongst

He informed that insofar as he Ias concerned the trip from

had been normal in every respect and had been most satisfactory
as operative and mechanical phases were concerned.

He also stated that at no time did he hear any discussion

the passengers or crew concerning faulty mechanical condition,
and also testified that he heard airplanes circling in the sky at the
time that the Hindenburg passed over land in America, but that the ens
tics of none of these ships gave him any concern whatsoever.

Be testified that he could give no helpful information
to the Board of Inquiry as to the ca so of the fire or the accident it-
self, and further, that he heard no unusual sounds prior to being cone
ecious of the explosion or blast.

many

The next witness to appear before the Board of Inquiry on
1957 ins WERNER FRANZ, cabin boy, who resides in Frsnkfcrd, Ger=

so is lh years of age and was a member of the German crew that
was operating the Hindenburg on May 6, 1957.

tioned

He informed that at the time of the accident he was sta�

in the officer&#39;s mess. Further, that he could see out of the
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ship by utilizing a Iindow in that compartment, and that as he was peer-
ing out of the Iindow he recalls hearing e detonation; that imediately
thereafter he proceeded to the gangway of the superstructure and he was
conscious of the ship falling to the earth and that all was in flames.
He remembers juing clear of the wreckage and that he was afterward
towards the bow of the ship, and that as he looked on the ground a water
tank above him burst and drenched him&#39;Iith water and that this was more

than likely one of the reasons why he was not severely burned. He stated
that he recalls that he juped from one of the hatches from the front of
one of the smoking room compartments, where he proceeded after he had
reached the gangway. He informed that after alighting on the ground he
ran clear of the wreckage, and as he turned around he saw the entire ves-
sel settle to the earth and that it was shortly thereafter consumed by
fir�e

He also informed that he noticed nothing irregular about

the operations
at no time did

concerning any
actions of the

of the Hindenburg on her last voyage, and further, that
he hear the crew or any of the passengers in a discussion
irregularities or any abnormalities on the part of the
ship.

EUGENE NUNNEHMACHR testified on lay 13, 1957 before the
Board of Inquiry, Department of Ccmerce, to the effect that he was a
member cf the German crew that was operating the dirigihle Hindenburg
at the time she mmt her disaster on My 6, 195? and that he was performh
ing in the capacity of dining room steward.

He stated that at the time of the accident he was stdcned

in the passenger&#39;s dining salon and had just finished preparing s table
for the Customs agents in the middle of the salon. Be stated that he
was looking out of the window on the port side of the ship and that the
window from which he was peering was closed, and therefore, a view of
the entire superstructure was limited. He stated that he had just gone
to get a silver plate of sandwiches; that he had just placed this silver
plate containing the sandwiches in the pantry and proceeded back into
the dining salon, where he watched the guide ropes thrown to earth and
he observed the ground crew take u the ropes on the ground. It was
immediately thereafter that he saw flames shoot out on the ship and
heard and felt a detonation. The force of this detonation was so great

that it threw him.to the floor, and upon arising he noticed that passenp
gers were scrambling for the windows. He remembers assisting in the open!

" - r ._ ._ ._ v  , _ iv!
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ing of one of the windows and that he observed two passengers jump from
this window and he then jumped also, but does not recall exactly how
high the flaming ship was from the ground at that time. He then de-
scribed in detail how he scrambled clear of the falling wreckage, and
also described in detail the various rescue activity engaged in by him.

Getting back to his observationaprior to the accident,
he tated that the first fire noticed by himwas a glare which he no-

ticed by looking out of the windows, and that this glare appeared to
be in the after pert of the ship. He stated �at he feit an erplosion
or detonation at the same instant he observed the glare of the fire.
In his opinion the detonation wasn&#39;t so terribly strong in nature, and
the glare of the flames observed by him appeared to be white-

He stated that he has been a member of the crew of the

Hindenburg since the time oi� her commissioning, and that he has never
been employed by any other airship. He stated that to his knowledge
lights were lit on board the Hindenburg in the sleeping quarters of the
passengers, but that he is oi� the op@on that this nechnnisn was fanc-
tioning properly, and he further stated that in his opinion most of the
passengers were located on the starboard side of the passenger section
of the ship.

Po inferred that during the voyage he �e of the opinion
that it was a normal voyage and that at no time did he note or hear any-
thing unusual insofar as the operations of the ship were concerned.

On �zrther interrogation he estimated thatfthe time he
jumped from the ship, the ship was ten to twenty meterafrom the ground,
and further, that he does not recall seeing any actual flames but only
the glare thereof.

He informed the Board that he had no oonment whatsoever

to make insofar as the accident was concerned as he was possessed of no
knowledge that would be of assistance in ascertaining the reason for the
accidents

ALFRED GROETZINGER, 21.; years of age, testified before the
Board oi� Inquiry on May 15, 1957. He stated that he was a member of the
crew of the Hindenburg on May 6, 1937, and that he was s cook. He stated
that he had been a cook on board the Hindenburg since the ship had been
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commissioned. Prior to that time he had been a cook on board the Graf

Zeppelin since the year 1932.

He stated that at the time the ship came to a halt on the

approach to the mooring mast at Lakehurst, he was located in the for-
ward part of the ship in the frame. He stated that he was more or less
assisting the triming of the ship, and that his usual landing station
is in the kitchen. He informed that he was looking out of the ship
at the time, and that he is the only member of the six or seven of the

crew that were forward toward the bow that escaped with his life. He
stated that at the time of the accident he must have either dropped
out of a hatch or was blown out. Be cannot recall exactly that hap-
pened nor how he reached the earth. He did state that he has a vague

recollsxion of s vibration being felt. This was accompanied with a
muffled explosion. He also stated that he recalls a feeling as though
the bow of the ship was lifting upward and this evidently either fell
or was blown through the ventilation hatch at the bow. �

Upon further questioning he stated that he was to the left
of the lower gangway in the forward part of the ship and that he first
observed fire just daove him, �but he cannot state from whence this fire
had progressed. He also testified that he saw no evidence of fire prior
to the feeling of the explosion, and that the explosion occurred prior
to the fire insofar as he was concerned. st also does not recall hear-

ing any suteequent explosion after hearing the first,
entirely possible that he could have been uconscious
ship crashed to the ground. He stated that he has no
seeiné the ship on the ground or noticing any fire.

He stated that before the detonation, by
the ventilation hatch, he could see the mooring chain

and that it was

at the time the

recollection of

looking through
at the cone of

the ship which is located on the foremost portion of the bow, but he
does not know Whether this mooring chain ever touched the ground before
the accident happened. He stated, however, that he is sure the guide
ropes, both starboard and port, reached the ground after they were thrown
..1-..., 1,... -|-2.... .,........- .
vicar uy um� usclro

He informed that for the purpose of cooking,aboard, the Hin-
denburg used stoves which had electric plates, and that two of these
electric plates were in operation for the purpose of heating water at
the time of the accident, but to his knowledge the electric stoves on
board had always functioned properly.

£0
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He stated that the reason for his taking up position for-
ward use due to the fact that he was usually directed to that portion

of the ship that was lightest in weight at the time that mooring oper-
ations began. Ee also stated that he had not been called to assume
the position in the forward part of the ship for the purpose of land-
ing for quite a lengthy time, but he does believes that he had assued
that position once before during one of the trial flights of the Hindem-

burg.

He stated that the voyage from Germany had been a success-
ful one as tell as a normal one, and that he was in possession of no
information that would be helpful to the Board in ascertaining the cause
or causes for the accident. i

On May lb, 1957 the first witness to appear before the
Board of Inquiry was HENRICH KUBIS, of Frankford, Germany. Kubis ad-
vised that he was e member of the crew of the Eindenburg on Nay 6, 1957
in the capacity of Chief Steward.

During the approach of the Hindenburg to the mooring nest
Enhis came from the lower deck to the upper deck, making sure that the
passengers were all on the upper deck, where there were only a few pass-
engers. Eb saw through the window that the landing lines were dropped,
and he then proceeded to prepare the tables for the Immigration auth-
orities. Hb observed the ship to take an angle of inclination to the
rear, and at that time the center windows closed and Kubis jumped to
open them and called to the others to keep the windows open. Every-
thing happened so fast that he was not sure whether he first observed
the fire or the accompanying shook. As he noticed that the ship was too
high above the ground he cautioned others not to jump. Eben the ship
reached about the height of five meters above the ground he told others
to jup and he did so himself. Upon landing on the ground he ran from
the ship about fifty meters and turnd aroud to see if he could help
any of the others.

p The first time that he thought something was wrong was when
he noticed that the bow of the ship had risen at an unusual angle. At
this time Knbis was looking to the center of the cabin on the upper deck
and did not notice the iire beiore he noticed the angle oi inclination.
He first felt a jar frcm.an explosion at approximately the same time
that he noticed the angle of inclination.
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Ho further advised the Board that during the trip he did
not notice anything unusual among the passengers or the crew, and that
he did not know of any difficulty with the 1ighting_system during the
entire trip; further, the lights were burning at the time of the acci-
dent. Be stated that the Hindenburg hd experienced no trouble on
prior trips with the lighting system or any of the fuses burning out.

Knbis advised the Board that he had been on the Hindenhurg

since the very first trip and has been on airships for the last twenty-
five years. as the ship was approaching the mooring mast Kubis was
opposite the center window on the upper deck and observed that the ship
was about 120 feet above the groud, and at this time he saw the back
port line drop and the landing crew take the line and bring it to a
mediu degree of tension. It was shortly after this that he felt the
shock of an explosion and then noticed that the ship was afire at the
stern. The nature of the explosion was that of a muffled report. The
effect of the explosion did not cause him to lose his footing. at the
time of the explosion some of the passengers on the upper deck were
in the lounge and some in the dining roam and connecting quarters.
Before the explosion there had been no indication of any danger. So
far as he knew there were no passengers in the smoking room at the time,
and the only person there was the smoking room steward. The time inter-
val in making the observation of the various locations, particularly
from the dropping of the landing line until the lifting of the bee of
the ship, according to Kubis, was approximately one minute.

Knbis advised that when the ship was in portlt Germany he
did not know of any visitors to the ship, but he did know that certain
people have access to the ship while it is in port. During the trips
of the Hindenburg the passengers are conducted on tours through the
ship. Kubis conducted a few of the tours, but they are usually assigned
to the ship�: doctor and one of the stewards. So far as Kubis knows,
while the ship was in port in Germany, no one was conducted through the
interior of the ship. The ship, as is usual, is always closed to vis-
itors one and onehalf days before making a trip. The company regulations
are that while the ship is in port visitors are only conducted through

the ship by officers of the ship. Smoking is permitted only in the
amking room, and then only after a half hour from leaving port until
a half hour before landing. The smoking privileges, however, may be
denied by order of the Captain at any other time that he deems it ad-
visable. All matches and lighters are taken from the crew and passengers
before the trip begins. Kubis, however, stated that members of the crew
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may have in their possession personal flashlights.

Knbis advised that the best person to determine ow far
back in the stern passengers were allowed would be the Chief Engineer,
and as far as Kubis knows, no passengers were ever allowed back to the
bulkhead to the rear of the passenger&#39;s quarters, and they were never
allowed on the service catwdk of the ship. The baggage compartment
is in the rear portion of the ship and Knbis was not aware of its ex-
act position for it is often changed.

�hsn Knhis was first concerned about the safety of the
ship he was in a standing position, and es soon as he felt the strong
angle of incident,knew there was something amiss, and at the time he
did not see anything to cause alarm. Khbis was unable to determine
whether it was his sense of feeling, hearing or sight that first warned
him.of impending danger, and he advised that he heard the explosion and
felt the accompanying shock at the same time.

As Knbis was uable to furnish any further information
he was excused by the Board.

The second witness of May lh, 1937 was WILHELM BALLA, who
resides at Waldorf, near Frankford, Germany.

Balls advised that he was a member of the crew of the

Hindenburg on Hay 6, 1937 in the capacity of night steward. At the
-I--hue. nf� +92-1|: en. 4:1 n&#39;l~. R 11: Inl: &#39;92 +.&#39;h Hi &#39; H lo �� 1 h H......-e �I14 we-nu .-vO..»..8...-.- -9......-. ....... ...1&#39;. �.5 ..._.T92.ll&#39;92.g P091". 911-. "9 5&#39;9.-.-.9!"._}&#39; �$1�-

a muffled explosion and felt a jerk of the ship. At that time two pass-
engers slipped aft and pulled Balls with them. Balls is not aware of
how high the ship was at the time of the explosion, and he did not knuv
whether any part of the ship had at that time touched the ground.

Bella first noticed the fire after the explosion and than
only by reflection as it suddenly became very light. Balls was stand-
ing in the dining room to one
of the explosion and he oonld
dining room, as he was facing

side and rather far forward at the time

see aft only as fnr as the end of the
inward and was unable to see at that time

any of the ship&#39;s windows. Balls advised that he first observed the
reflection of the fire at about the same time of the explosion, and as

to the color of the fire, Balls stated that it was merely a bright color.
The explosion was in the nature of a detonation and gave him s scare

" - i -~e--- . 92-  .�._..�..__....,......_.._..,___,_ _ _ _ __ __ __ __� __� �
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and started him sliding aft with the passengers.

Just shortly after the landing signal was given Balls
was standing between the forward window and an ajoining one and observed
the landing lines dropped. After observing the landing lines dropped
Bella then made room for the passengers at the window. Be was not able
to estimate the time between the dropping of the landing lines and the
explosion. After Balls had slipped aft with two passengers he heard
another explosion and then started pulling himself along the handrail
to one of the windows. He observed some of the passengers jumping out
of the window of the cabin and pulled himself to position in front of
the forward window and jumped out. it this time the ship was rather
high from the ground as it was rising by the nose. During the approach
to the mooring mast Bella advised that the ship was proceeding in a
normal fashion.

he to his experience with airships, BB-lla advised the
Board that he had been aboard the Airship Hindenburg since its first
trial trip, but that he hsd no experience prior to his shipping on the

Hindenburg.

Balls. was excused by the Board when he advised that he had

no further information with reference to the wreck of the Hindenburg.

The third witness on any 114, 1957 was EMIL STOECKLE, who
resides at Franlcford, Germany.

Stceckle advised that he was aboard the Hindenburg on nay
6, 1957 as a passenger, and is employed by the German Zeppelin Transport
Company in its town office at Frankford, Germny. He is in charge of
the freight and mail department. While on board the Hindenburg Stee-
ckle did not have any duties to perform during the trip, but after land-
ing he was to be in charge of the freight and mailing department at
lakehurst for this trip.

Stoeckle advised that the landing signal was not within

his Lmesledge, but he e.ssn%d that it had been given as they approached
the mooring mast. Stoeokle did not make any special observations of
the approach of the ship to the mooring mast. It was his impression
that the ship was at rest when he first saw the landing lines dropped.

� --  --��-we ¢
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Stoeokle was on the starboard side of the ship at a

window in the passenger lounge when he saw the right landing line
dropped. After observing this, Stoeckle went to the cabin to get a
coat out of his suitcase, which had been left in front of his cabin
door. Stoeckle&#39;s cabin was No. hh and was located on the upper pass-
enger deck. Hhile Stceckle nae standing in the corridor in front of
his cabin he heard a muffled detonation, and due to the angle of in-
cident which followed, he was pressed against the corridor wall.
Stoeokle then worked his way to the stairway which tent down to the
port side of the deck. Half way down this stairway Stoeckle saw&#39;
through a window that it was too high to jup. it this time he also
saw a reflection of fire on the ground.i so waited util the ship
touched the groud and the jar burst a window from its frame, and he
then realised that the passengers on the upper deck had noticed the
danger due to his hearing them runing back and iorth. Ihen the ship
reached the ground $toeckle used a broken window to get out of the
ship, and on landing on the ground he looked over his shoulder and
noticed that the ship was afire at the point he had just left. Stoeckle
ran from the ship to escape falling girders, and shortly returned to the
vicinity of the ship to assist those who were hurt. Stoeokle estimated
the time between the dropping of the landing line and the inclination
of the bow to be as long as it would require him to go from the passenp
ger lounge down the corridor to the cabin corridon to the location of
his cabin, which.was about half say down the cabin corridor. He was
unable to exactly estimate the time that it required him to do this,
but stated that he covered this distance in a hurry as he was anxious
to get his overcoat. The explosion had no particular effect on Stoeckle,
and it was the angle of inclination that caused him to be pressed against
the corridor wall. it the tine oi the enplosion stoeckle noticed no un»
usual odor.

Stoeckle advised that his experience on airships prior to
this trip had been limited to a fourteen hour flight over Germany. He
estimated the hght of the airship above the ground to be about eighty
or one hundred meters, and drew this conclusion from his observation
of the landing line,which is about one hundred twenty meters long, and
when the line was thrown from the ship a portion of the line rested on
the ground. &#39;

To stoeckle�s knowledge the freight aboard the ship was
stored as follows; films in the control car; bags in the aft part of
the ship, and as to other baggage - he had no knowledge.
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Stoeckle advised that he did not maintain any record of
the freight aboard the ship this trip, and does not lmcw how much the
freight weighed.

Stoeckle advised that as he observed the starboard line

strike the groud he could not remember whether any dust arose from
the line. Prior to feeling the shock of the explosion he did not
hear any unusual sound, and further, he was in the aft part of the
ship about 11 o&#39;clock on the morning of Hay 6, 1957 and he had noticed
nothing uusual there. as further advised the Board that the corri-
dor from his cabin to the middle port staircase Ias not crowded,at the
time of the explosion, with any of the baggage, and he estimated that
the distance from his cabin to the window by&#39;which he made his escape
was about thirty feet and he covered this distance in somewhat of a

hurry e

As Stoeckle was unable to furnish any further information

to the Board, he was excusede

Q|�_

�Witness number four on my 1h, 1937 was wnsnm sense,
who resides at Waldorf, Germany, near Frankford.

Steeb advised that he Ias an Assistant Machinist in the

capacity of apprentice aboard the Hindenburg in the trip ending May 6,
1937. He advised that he was an employee of the Zeppelin Company since
January 1, 1951, but that he had no previous experience aboard an air-
shipe Be further advised that he cams from Unlertuerckheim, Germany,
and was employed there in the construction of engines, and in particular
engines used aboard the Hindenburg. He specifically pointed out that
he was not a member of the crew but merely an apprentice, and his du-
ties were merely to receive instructions as to how to operate the en-

gines in flight. During the whole trip Stash was only employed in En-
gine Car No. 5, the forward oar on the starboard side. At the time of
approaching Lakehurst, New Jersey, steeb Iae in Engine Car Ho. 3-

ey approached the mocringjaast Steeb suddenly saw
that the stern of the ship was aflame, and at the same time heard a
hissing soud and felt the stern of the ship sink. Before the ship hit
the ground the flames moved forward through the ship. On first noticing
the flames and feeling the shock of the explosion Steeb caught hold of

-I
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the strut in front of the control panel in Engine Car HO. 3 and 100kBd
at the floor of the car and did not know whether to jup out at that

time or wait, but he decided to do the latter. About this time $tBBb�8
partner stopped the engine and fixed the brake over the stop lever.
After the stop lever had been thrown Steeb heard the characteristic
rough running of the Diesel engine. as the engine had not apparently
stopped, Steeb again threw the stop lever, but by this time the engine
had stopped. Steeb then jumped out of the car and ran from the ship.

.
�hile running he felt the clothes on his heck getting hot and he ran
his hand over his back to see whether they were burning, but the only
portion of his clothes that were burning was the back of his cap, which
he took off and threw away. Steeb saw another member of the crew, Mr.
Doerflein, lying on the ground, and Stceb asked him if he was hurt.
Doerflein said "No" and got up and ran away, and Steeb did also.

Steeb advised that the other members of the crew in Engine

Car No. 3 were MT. Schaeuble, Mr. Zettel, and Hr. Doerflein. The first
machinist was Hr. Zettel, but Doerflein was operating the engine at
the time the ship was approaching Lakehurst. Mr. Schaueble was the
superior officer in charge of Engine Car Ho. 5.

Schaeuble came in the dar shortly before approaching Lake-
hurst, and Steeb thinks this was prior to the blowing of landing stations
Steeb was at the operating levers of the radiator cowlings. These levers
are located in the front end of the engine car. Steeb was standing in
the engine car near the car levers and looking at the engine room tel-
egnh dials. The only thing he had to do in the landing one to observe
the action of the engines during the landing. It is always possible to
lock from-the engine oar to the rear of the ship. From the engine car
one is able to see about half way back along the airship. Steeb was
able to see the aft engine from his engine car. However, he was not able
to hearthe operation of this engine due to the great amount of noise
created by his own engine No. 3. He was unable to see any of the port
side engines.

he the airship approached i�kehurst, Sieeb did not notice
any of the ground activities. Eb did not knew when the landing lines
were dropped nor does he have any idea as to the approximate time these
lines were dropped. Steeb does not know exactly when the ship became
nearly motionless near the approach to the mooring mast, nor does he
remember the exact time the engines were reversed, and based this lack
of knowledge on the fact that he was so inexperienced in airship travel
and operation.

� &#39; &#39;�&#39;�""&#39; &#39; � Iin.�.,.._...._".,_.........�......�.-»-.-. _.
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Steeb advised that the order to reverse the engines came
from the control cabin over the telegraph system, but he does not re-
member the exact speed used in reverse.

He advised that he first saw the fire at the stern of the
airship and at the tinn he Ins standing by Engine Ho. 5 not doing anyh
thing in particular, but happened to be looking aft. Eb observed the
fire only generally, due to the brightness of the flame throwing a
considerable glare. Steeb was enable to describe the extent of the

flame on the ship or its color. Be saw the fire and at the same time
heard a hissing sound. He is rather certain that he felt a crash af-
ter he saw the flames, and thought that this crash must have been
caused by an explosion or that his engine oar was being thrown from the
ship. The explosion referred to had no great effect on him except e
slight jar. Steeb was unable to estimate the distance above the ground
when he first saw the flams.

Hhen questioned as to the condition of the motors, Steeb
advised that the motor in car No. 5 had always run well. so did not
know whether there was an indicator in Engine Car No. 3 which would
indicate fire in any other part of the ship. He was unable to remember
whether Engine Car so. 5 was in reverse or not at the time he saw the
fire. Steeb advised that the Diesel engines on the Hindenburg would
make the same speed in reverse that they did in ahead, and that its
rotation is about 1500 revolutions a minute. The usual cruising speed
of the Hindenburg is 1300 revolutions, and this speed was maintained
during this trip. fhe R.P=M= at this
of Steeh as he was not looking at the
approaching Iakehurst. The R.P.M. of
ernor oniahe engine and a stop on the

speeds. If the engine is stopped, it
the control car, and engine no. 3 ran
trip of the Hindenburg. The stopping

landing nae not in the knowledge
R.P.M. indicator at the time of

the motors is limited by a gov-

fuel jet which prevents over-
is stopped only on order from
continuously during the whole
of Engine No. 5 at the time of

the accident was a voluntary action on the part of the man at the
controls in Control Car Ho. 3.

Steeb advised that no smoking was permitting in the engine

cars of the Hindenburg, and that the only place smoking was permitted
was in the smoking rv=>m- He also stated that to his lmowledge there
was no welding equipment on board the Hindenburg.

With reference to the engine telegraph instructions, Steeb
advised that with reference to indication to full speed ahead the in.
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dicator shows full power and not l50O R.P.H. .

Steeb Ias unable to furnish any further information, and
the Board excused him.

Dan _

R. IEIGHTMAN, Meteorologist of the Weather Bureau, Wash?
ington, D. C., informed that he has had 21 years&#39; experience with
weather conditions and the charting of the same; that he made a gen»
oral study of the weather on the northeastern Atlantic coast for
around May 6, 1937 and this stuiy included the immediate vicinity of
the Atlantic seaboard. He stated he studied weather maps showing
weather conditions prevailing on Bay 6,Ibr the various vicinities for
the northeastern part of the country, and also studied an hourly wea-
ther chart for the date of&#39;Lgy 6, 19}? up until T:§0 P.M., Daylight
Saving Time, for Lakehurst and the immediate vicinity. He has also
taken brief extracts of the log of the Naval Station, combined with
telegraphic leather reports received at that station.

He presented into evidence nine charts which showed wea-

ther conditions in the northeastern part of.the country, including Long
Island. Briefly, he stated that there were weather disturbances from

New York and Northeastern Pennsylvania on May 6, 1957 and that a cold
front was proceeding in from Northeastern Pennsylvania on a ten to
fifteen.mile wind, and that this cold front.passed Lakehurst at 3,30
P.M. There were no thunderstorms of great magnitude on the evening
of Hay 6th in the immediate vicinity of Lakehurst, but showers were
reported along with a little thunder about heh� P.M. Thunder storms
decidedly local and of no great severity.

On Nay 15, 1957 the first witness was HANS FREUHD, of
Eichlag, German; near Frankford.

Freund advised that on May 6, 1957 he was a member of
the crew of the Hindenburg in the capacity of a rigger, taking care of
the gas shells in the ship. Since the comissioning of the Hindenburg
Freund has made all voyages except one. Since January 1950 he has
been active in lighter-than-air crafts, and up to 1952 he made short
trips aboard lighter-than-air crafts. after l932 he made sixteen long
distance voyages on the Graf Zeppelin in the capacity of a rigger.
Since 1956 he has been aboard the Airship Hindenburg. His duties covh
er the care of the gas shells, the outer covering structure repairs,
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and maintaining the valves and water ballast. There were two more nem-
bers of the crew so engaged, a Hr. Ludwig Knorr and llr. Eric Spaehl.
Freund advised that his superior officer was Ludwig Knorr. A Er. Samnt
was Freund&#39;s chiefsuperier officer.

Freund advised that during the trip he did not notice any-
thing wrong, and to his knowledge everything was in the best oi� order.
Aftsr the landing signals had been blown, Freund proceeded to his post
at rings 62 and I47 to let down the landing line there. The ring numbers
gave the meters in relation to the length of the ship. Freund advised
that he remained at his posts until after the landing signals were given-
The landing line at ring 62 is approximately one meter to the starboard
oi� the center line, and the landing line at ring I47 is approximately one
meter to the port of the center line. Freund had let down the landing
line at ring 62 and at this time the ship had come to practicall a
standstill. Freund was just ready to let out the cable at ring Z7 when
the accident happened. If he had gotten anwcf the cable cut, it was
no more than a meter or time The landing cables were let down by hand
through a vent in the side of the ship which was surrounded by a bushing.
The landing rope consists of a steel cable attached to the ship, and

the landing end hssa Manilla rope attached with wooden cross pieces on it
The landing cable is wound on a drum and can be lengthened or shortened
at will, and Freund was unable to state whether the entire length of the
steel cable was out. He approximated the length oi� the steel cable as
fifteen meters.

Freund advised that at ring 67 he had let out several meters
of the steel cable and had not drawn any of the cable back. although
the ground was visible to Freund, it was hard to estimate the height of
the ship as he was only observing the ground through a hole about a foot
in diameter on the side of the ship, He thought, however, that the air-

ship was approximately sixty to eighty meters above the ground. Having
let out the landing cable at ring 67 he then proceeded to ring 14.7, the
stern landing cable and let out a small portion of this cable, which he

at no time pulled back into the ship.

At the time of getting the cables ready, which was about

five minutes prior to letting out the cables, one of the ropes used to
haul the cables from the lower fin, where they are stored during the
trip, became fouled in the wires and Freund asked a colleague to free
the rope. The rope was freed by merely pulling it out between the two
wires, and at this time nothing unusual occurred in clearing this cable.
The cable in lowering is run through a metal eye in the outer covering

- ~ - �er-� < ~~~~~~~-»»_»~~a_~»-~e-r_  ~. _  - ...._. _._nn...
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of the ship so as not to tear this covering. To the right of the metal
eye is s hetchwsy about a foot in diameter which may be opened so that
the ground may be observed. Freud advised that it was possible that
the ship could have been moving very slightly st the time he was st
the ring positions. Freund had no knowledge of the time the forward
lines were made fest.

With reference to the position of the lending cables
aboard the Hindenburg, Freund-advised that at ring nnnher 55 there are
two steel cables. it rins 57 there are two steel cables, starboard and
port side. it ring 62 there is the spider which he had let out, and the
after landing line. it ring 205 is e spider on the starboard and port
side, and they ere let down from the control car. it ring Pvsitiono
205 and 218 there are two steel cables which are attached to the dock-
ing dollies. At ring 2hh.5 there are two lending lines and two spiders,
one on the port side and one on the starboard side. There are at the
bow, starboard and port sides, two cables to which landing spiders may
be attached from ground positions, then there is i steel cable which
runs through the mooring cone attached to the mooring tower. At this
point Freund Ins excused by the Board,tc be recalled on lay l7, 1957.

Witness Ho. 2 on May 15, 1957 was CIAUB HIHKELBEIN, of

Schwseschall, Germany.

Claus Hinkelbein advised that he was e First Lieutenant

Flight Commander in the German Air Corps, and prior to this trip of
the Hindenburg he had hed no experience with lighter-than-air crafts.
On this trip Hinkelbein was a passenger aboard the Hindenburg. He
neither heard nor sew anything extraordinary during the trip or before
the accident to the Hindenburg. The first he knew of impending danger
was a slight jerk of the ship and the reflection of fire at the aft
end of the Hindenburg. Hinlcelbein sew fire shortly after the aft lend-

ing rope had been dropped. At about the time he observed the fire he
heard 1 muffled detonation, but at the time he was not sure Ihether
there was an explosion aboard the ship or not. He estimated. that at
the time of hearing the detonation the ship was about seventy or eighty
meters above the ground. Hinkelbein was standing at the starboard side

of the passenger quarters near the rear bulkhead, and more specifically,
in the music room. From where Hinkelbein stood the ground was visible
and he bed observed the starboard landing line dropped. He also saw
a line hit the ground, the ground crew run from the ship with the line,
drawing it taunt. He, however, did not notice whether the ground crew
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connected this line to anything or not. The detonation did not have
any particular effect upon Hinkelbein. He, however, noticed that the
ship imediately was rising very strongly forward. es estimated the
time between the first dropping of the landing line and the incident
of inclination as about two nintcs. It was practically about the
same instant when the inclination of the ship took place that Hinke1-
hein noticed the fire. as ran to the first eindes on the starboard

side of the passenger quarters and waited util the ship was close
enough to the ground, and then juped out.

Hinkelbein advised that the passengers were only allowed
aft on tours conducted by members of the crew, and that the passenger&#39;s
quarters were locked against any entranoe aft. In fact, to get aft
from the passenger&#39;s quarters, it was necessary to pass through the
quarters of the Chief Steward.

This trip was Hinke1bein&#39;s first trip in an airship, and

he advised that all prior experience was limited to heavier-than-air
craft.

Hinke1bein&#39;s impression at the time the landing line was
dropped was that the airship was standing still, and at no time did he
have the impression that the ship ever backed u.

Hinkelbein was iirst concerned with the safety of the

flight when he observed the reflection of the fire, and in his opinion
this reflection was entirely a normal appearance of fire. According

to his memory, the jerk, the sound of the detonation, and the reflect-
ed fire were all simultaneous-

Elnkelbein had had no experience with the type of engines
used on the Hindenburg, but during the trip he had noticed nothing un-
usual in the runing of these engines. at no time during the trip had
Hinkelbein noticed any backfire of the engines. Eb had not observed

anything unsual as to the passengers or the crew during the trip. He
advised that the passengers were not examined before they made tours

of the ship but that prior to getting aboard the airship they were re-
quested to surrender all matches or lighters� It has also well known
to the members of the passenger list that smoking was prohibited ex-

cept in the smoking room-

As the airship approached lakehurst, Hinkelbein observed
that the ship was proceeding at a very slow pace, but due to his in»
experience aboard airships he was uable to estimate the speed of the
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approach. after passing over Lakehu:-st the �rst time, Hinkelbein
advised that there was some rain.and that he noticed lightning, but
only on the horizon and at the time of landing he observed no lighte
ning at all.

as Hinke1bein.was unable to furnish any further infor-
mation to the Board, he was excused.

_ __ Q ._ . ml D i II 92I92ll -
It should be noted that the hearings on may iztn ana 1

were attended by Acting Special Agent in Charge W. S. Devereaux and
Special Agent in Charge R. E. Vetterli, and the hearings for by lbth

- and 15th were attended by Acting Special Agent in Charge Devereau: and
Special Agent Lee F. Malone.

It is also well to note that beginning on lay lhth, 1937
the Board of Inquiry representing the Department of Commerce was joined
by a German commission that had been invited to sit in on the hearings.
This German commission was composed of Dr. Hugo Eckener, Dr. Lndwig
Duerr, Chief Construction Engineer of the German Zeppelin Transport
Company, Dr. Guenther Bock, Professor of Aerodynamics at the Ch�T1OttBDP
burg Teohnioological Institute, Professor MAX Deickmann, Radio Expert,
Walter Hoffman, of the National Research Bureau, and Lt. Colonel Joachim
Breithaupt, of the German Air Ministry.

It is also to be noted that acting as interpreter for the
German crew was Frederick W. Vonmiester, 35h Fourth Avenue, New York

_ _ _ 1-.. &#39;n......-.-l!_...-..l.- -.. ... 1...... -....... ..City, Thu is vice rreeluuuu fur the pswrluau I&#39;c1":i"¬3$��"92&#39;.|�i.l&#39;.l"&#39;f6 {Ff �G113 G$!&#39;=
man Zeppelin Transport Company, which is incorporated under the nane
of the American Zeppelin Transport Company.
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Senator Copeland of New ork just telephoned and
wanted to know if the Bureau was doingganything on the air disaster.
He stated that he was Chairman of th§¥Ea§ety of the Air end had sent
his expert to Lakehurst; that his expert had just �phoned him and
advised him that down the road about 1000 ft. from where the accident
occurred foot prints of two men were found an that if sabotage was

,eonmitted it was entirely possible that e bullet could have been fired
from a gun with a Silencer causing the ship to explode. He stated
that he realized this was not a greet deal to go on but that where
the footprints were located was off of the road and he thought that
inasmuch as it was a clue the footprints should be preserved.

I advised the Senator that the Bureau was not doing
anything in connection with this matter but that from press reports
various committees were created and are apparently functioning. He
then stated that the "G~men who were there and saw the footprints
with his expert were not impressed by them at all". He stated that
he was of the opinion no stone should be left unturned end he merely
wanted the Bureau to know what was discovered.

I then advised the Senator that if agents were present
they were merely there as observers and_in no other capacity. He
stated that his men&#39;s name wee Mr. Roge?§Wil1iemson and that he was
now in New York City and could be located at Butterfieio_87§7§ eggthat he would return to Lakehurst tomorrow 5"&#39;� ��&#39;TF �iw� i m �H -0: "L _

"noonrtn s INDEXED  57  &#39;"
I

and suggested to
hurst and advise

Bureau.
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immediately advised tr. Foxworth or"t1?1s&#39;"i�er@rsse1<>6���__,&#39;��
him that he call Inspector Connelley who was at Lake� &#39;t�

. &#39; P .&#39;: &#39; . P +.&#39; . &#39;him the iniornetion the Senator h;d rs�smitted to the
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936 Raymond-Commerce Building
�ewark, �ew Jersey

� lay ll, 1957.
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Director, - _  __ I W �H
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Iashington, D. 0.
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= _ R0: LIRSHIP BIIDEHBURG.

"� I In connection with the activity of the Iewark office
i as to the disaster occurring in onneotion iith the airship

Hindenburg on May 6, 1957, th e is attached hereto, for the

Q,

information of the Bureau, outline cg the activity to date.
This is covered in the manor um of Special sgent in Charge
I�. S. Devereaux of llay ll, 1937, and the memorandum of sgself,
submitted as of May ll, 1937, and joint memorandum of Special
Agents in charge R. E. Vetterli and VI. B. Devereaux which, in
substance, covers the activity of the Newark office to date.

3
Reference is mde to the suggested or contemplated

inquiry by colonel��artney and nege�willimen as stated by
. the latter to the ffect that they re considering s search
�g of the terrain inside the reservation for anything which would

indicate the cause of the disaster to the Hindenburg. is stated
ca

5 the afternoon of Hay 6, 193? in the vicinity of the llaval sir
1� station would make an inquiry of such limited suture of little

--"1.-5 �I�-L In -Ln �I-.4 -en.-.-.&#39;1"l-A -I-�kn-L -I-�I-.5 -T»-in tn.� �@110-inn {vs Ink;
IHLUWO J.U 4.3 UH saw 5uu|:..|.4.wu vunu uuw Quay ween aayans J-Ll uasw

vicinity of the Naval Air Station for possibly two hours or more
¢ before it landed, and any direct action taken towards the ship

r

- an area of possibly fifty square miles, more or less. In fact,

would have been by some person outside of the reservation rather
than by somebody entering the reservation grounds for this pur-
pose. It is to be noted particularly that numerous spectators

I

I subject to possible observation by the numerous spectators if it
had occurred within the immediate vicinity of where the ship was

from the ground could just as well have occurred anywhere within
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.. in my conversation with Mr. Fcxworth the travel of the airship on

it is my personal opinion that possibly any action, if it occurred,

surrounded the field in expectation of the landing of the Hind.en-
burg on this date. guy direct action, of course, would have been

H _ __ � i   &#39;" i
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it approximately B;00 PAL On the evening of HEY 6, 1937, e
Acting Special Agent in Charge H} S. Devereau: was telephonicellye
informed by Assistant Special Agent in Charge T. J. Fonegen, Of the i
New York Field Division, to the effect that former special Agent in
Charge E. L. Richmond, who is conraleecing ct his home, had heard a__;
press dispatch given over the radio ct approiimately 7=hO&#39;?.M, to the "5
effect that the Airship Hindenburg had exploded and had been completely-
denolished at Lakehurst, New Jereey, es it Ies�ettempting_£o lend on ~
its initial trip for the year 1957 from Germnnyu �I

-" * Based upon this information,-e telephone cell �ee placed to
the Bureau by Acting Special Agent in charge W. S. Devereauz, and con-
tact was had with Kr. Foxworth. Mr. Foxworth was informed that the

news of the crash of the Hindenburg had been received, and that inasmuch
es the Naval Air Base at Lakehurst, New Jersey, was a Governent Reser-

vation, Acting Special Agent in charge nevereaux and Inspector Connelley
were proceeding immediately to Lakehui-at in an effort to ascertain whet-
her or not the facts involved would constitute a situation that would

he e crime over which this Bureau_hed_investigative jurisdiction, Hr,
Fcxworth stated to Acting special Agent in Charge &#39;1!everea.ux that it was &#39;
satisfactory to proceed to Lekehuret, but that no active investigation
was to be conducted; that the facts were to be obtained end that the

Bureau was then to be immediately notified telephonicclly.

Shortly after midnight on the evening of May 6, 1957, the
following ihcts were telephonically oonveyed to Mr, Foxworth, of the

Bureap, by Acting special Agent in Charge Devereeux; ,_
5�-I T�? _-  .. _ HI? �XE!
5 That the erash of the;Hindenburg hed occurred at approximate;

ly Y;25 P.Mi, es she ens ehont two hundred feet ebove the ground, end�
that fire was first noticed at the stern of the ship; that the ship
had then become enveloped in �ames and had crashed to the ground;
further that there were 9? persons on board, sixty-one of the indi-
viduals constituting the crew, and thirty�six individuals making up
the passenger list.

_ ,   __~;:.-1: -&#39;:.?:r&#39;§;.f;1i.£? &#39;_
"�,:¥ 1: ~;;§%EiLrieQ r - Ir - 92 .L;1 &#39;--� &#39; ..,
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   Fthe �Bureau was informed that commander G. �E. Roseruiahl�wvho

" is in charge of the Havel Base at lakehurst, had indicated&#39;that he did "
not know the cause of the hydrogen explosion which had occurred aboard u

. the Eindenburg, but that he was of the opinion that it should be classed
&#39; merely as an accident, and that there was no evidence of sabotage or any

illegal act in connection with the destruction of the Airship; �

It was noted that during the brief interval of time spent
at the Havel Air Base on the night of may 6, 1937, captain Anton Witte-

~, mann, who was third in aharge or the Airship Hindenhurg and whereas one
1 of the survivors, made mention of the fact to commander Rosendahl; in "

,� the presence of Inspector E. J. connelley and Acting Special Agent in
charge W. S. Devereau: that a warning had been received by the Hinden»
burg, and it was indicated that only Yfittemann, Captain Max Pruss, and
Captain Ernst Lehmann hid been in possession of the information con-
cerning the warning, Ihie fact was conveyed to Mr. Poxworth, as well
as the fact that Commander Rosendahl and captain Wittenann engaged in
private conversation concerning the warning and also the fact that
Wittemann was cautioned, in the presence of the 1gente,&#39;to say nothing
further concerning the incident.

&#39; - w _a�� ,_ � .

A &#39;Upon receipt of this information, Mr, Foxworth instructed x
that apparently there was no need of further activity on the part ofr
the Newark Field Division at Lakehurst, New Jersey, and that all fur-
ther action was to be discontinued; - _

Shortly after noon on May 7, 1937, noting Special Agent in
Charge W; S. Devereaux received a telephonic communication fro As-
sistant Director clyde Tolson, oi� the Bureau. it this time, Hr, Tol-
son informed that Special Agent James Fhllon, of the Philadelphia
Field Eivision, had been at Lakehurst following the accident on the
night oi� �ay 6, 1957, and that at the time he left Lakehuret early
on the morning of L{a;;,T, 1957, he had been informed that Commander
Rosendahl was desirous of having a Bureau representative present at
the inquest or at the hearing concerning the cause of the crash of
the Hindenburg. Mr. Tolson informed that he was of the opinion that
Acting Special Agent in Charge Devoreaux, in company with either
Inspector E. J. Connelley or Special Agent in Charge R. E. Vetterli,
should proceed to Lakehurst and inform the Naval authorities that
they were acting only in the capacity of observers, and that the
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Bureau was &#39;ba.ki.ng&#39;nO a.ctive_*pe1"b in the inquest, insof�r 1&#39;s investigative
activity was aoncerned at-this time, _.-I if - &#39; _ __ re »-1�; &#39; - - e . -n

l M In compliance with this telephonic ecunmunioetion, Inspector
E. J, connelley and Acting special Agent in Charge W. S. Devereau:
proceeded to Lakehurat on the e.ft&#39;e:-noon of lay 7, 1937, and the infbr-
nation. obtained, as we&#39;ll as subsequent developments, are set out in the
report or Inspector E. J. connelley, dated at Hewark, New Jersey, Hay
19570 . _ |_ - &#39; _
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956 Raymond-Commerce Building,
Newark, Few Jersey.

my 11, 1957.

92

THE FOLLOWING IS SUBMITTED BY INSPECTOR E. J. CONHELLEYI

On the night of By 6, 1937, together with Special Agent
in Charge Devereaux, I proceeded to the Naval Air Station, Iakehurst,
New Jersey, arriving there at approximately 10:15 p. In. The purpose
cf this visit was in accordance with the information set out in the

memo report of Special Agent in Charge Devereaux, that is, to learn
what the general situation was, and in the absence of anything

warranting investigative effort by the Bureau, �Ire were to appear in
the capacity of observers only.

Contact was had with C. E. Rosendahl, Commander, U. S.

Navy and Commanding Officer of the Naval Air Station. Lt this time,
he indicated to us the substance of the details of what had occurred

as to the wreck of the Hindenburg. Inasmuch as this information will
be repeated later in his testimony before the Board of Inquiry of the

U. S. Department of Commerce, it will not be repeated here. We

offered to Commander Rosendahl our cooperation in anything that we
could do to assist. At this time, there was more or less confusion
in connection with the disposition of the dead and injured persons,
and after further conference with Commander Res endahl, we departed

from the Lir Station at approximtely 12:15 a. m., May 7, 1937 for
Newark. The substance of the above information obtained was telephoned

to the Bureau to Mr. Foxworth by Special agent in Charge Devereaux at
approximately 1 a. m. from Freehold, New Jersey.

On lhy 7, 1957, together with Special Agent in Charge
Devereaux, I proceeded to the Naval Air Station, Lakehurst, New

Jersey, and again conferred with Commander Rosendahl as to the general
situation and at this time Lieutenant Comzmnder C. V. Knox, of the

Naval Air Station, took us to the wreck of the Hindenburg and pointed
out to us the various salient features as had come to his attention,

together with his observations at the tin: of the wreck on the previous
date, May 6, 1957- Lieutenant Commander Knox indicated that one

/1&#39;7 "� r� -1?-�&#39;-_�r~92r |�||-�,.q,_:,__1l___�_�92"_&#39;_ _I-_
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peculiar oircumtance, in connection with the flame which burst
from the ship at various times while it was settling to the
ground after the first apperance of fire and the later explosions,
was one rather white hot flame, apparently tspunting from the
upper portion of the ship, having a somewhat similar appearance
to the flane from an acetylene torch. He was not aware as to the
nature of this and has indicated he will make some research. It
is possible this might have been escaping hydrogen which, when not
mixed with air, readily burns with an intense flame and heat. He
also indicated there was some indication that other officers may

have seen e einilarly described flmne in other portions of the ship.
All this situation will be brought out undoubtedly in the hearings
before the U. S. Department of Commerce. Lieutenant Comander Kno
also indicated there was some reference, although he could not
verify same, to the effect that there might have been flames
appearing in the rear portion of the ship as the Hindenburg came
over the field. This has not been definitely established and
probably will also be covered in the interview of various witnesses
who observed the airship as it came in to land. Lieutenant Commander
Knox indicated that the two ropes which are reeled out from the bow
of the ship to effect the attachment of the mooring cable to the
mooring mast had been reeled out for possibly five minutes before
the explosion occurred and were on the ground for this length of
time. The ship was not much higher from the ground at this time
than the height of the large hangar on the field, which would 58
approximately 200 feet, or less. The fire appeared at the rear of
the ship above the fin. Lieutenant Commander Knox indicated that
the landing ropes which were first cast out were very dry and this
was apparent by reeson of the fact that they threw out considerable
dust when the large roll hit the ground. He advised that the ship
came in from the West of the field and was tacking against the wind.
There was some light rain at this time, although the rather heavy
rain prior to that time had fairly well cleared up at the time of
the attempted landing. �immediately after the fire appeared ind
the explosion thereafter, the tail of the ship hit the ground and
apparently broke in two near the middle.

- Lieutenant Commander Knox indicated that the ship

apparently left Frankfort on the Main, Germany, at 3:16 p. m. on
Monday, May 3, 195? and if it had traveled on schedule, it would
have landed at 6 a. m. on May 6,&#39;l93T. The reports from the ship
indicated that this would be the landing time, till approximately
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5 p. m., May 6, when they radioed that they would land around 6 p. m.
The plan was that if the ship landed on May 6, they would take off
for the return trip on the same day at l0 p. m., provided the passengers
and freight would be loaded in time for such departure, otherwise
it would have been later on this some night. At the present time,
the passengers are gathered together at the Biltmore hotel in How
York City and brought to Newark, where they are shuttled to the field
by plane. If the weather conditions are such as to prevent the plane
getting through, they are then carried direct by automobile from New
York to the Nhvsl Air Station. The above-indicated information was _
informlly given to us by Lieutenant Cmmander Knot for our informa- &#39;
tion in order that we would understand the various proceedings taking
place and is not an official report by him of the situation. He has
been subpoenaed to appear before the Department of Air Commerce
hearing and will, of course, at that time give an official statement
of his Opinions and what he observed.

On Hay 8 there was contacted, at Lakehurst, New Jersey,
Mr. South Trimble, Solicitor, Department of Commerce, and Major R.
W. Schroeder, Assistant Director, Bureau of Air Comerce, who
indicated that they, together with Dennis Mulligan, Chief of the
Regulation and Enforcement Division Bureau of Air Comerce, would
open an inquiry into the wrck of the Hindenburg on Monday, May 10,
at 10 a. m, It was also indicated that Commander Rosendahl, Lieutenant

Colonel C. De. F. Chandler, U. S. Army, Retired, Colonel H. B. Fartney,
Civilian Employee of the Safety Committee of the Commerce Committee
of the U. S. Senate, Gill Robb Wilson, Director of Aeronautics for
New Jersey, and possibly Lieutenant General Hans Von Boettiger,
Military Attache of Hans Luther, German Ambassador to the United
States, would act in an advisory capacity to the Board of Inquiry
above indicated, together with possibly some others who were to be
indicated later. Mr. Trimble and Major Schroeder were advised of
our position, as previously indicated above, in connection with any
inquiry which was to be instituted in this matter at the Naval Air
Station.

On May 8, 1957, Colonel H. B. Hartney and apparently his
assistant, Roger&#39;Williamson, identified themselves to us, they having
a letter signed by Senator Royal S. Copeland, Chairman of the Committee
on Commerce, U. S. Senate, and at this time Williamson and Colonel
Hartney advised that they had been making an examination of the
terrain within the confines of the reservation with the possibility

4&#39;» . &#39;~ 1 � � b e-W �.<e.__,._.,._. .._._,
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that they ndght find some exploded shells and apparently they were
definitely of the opinion that somebody had come upon the reservation
and fired into the Hindenburg. They advised that in connection
with their search, they had found the tracks of two~ persons who had
climbed over the fence on the fer side of the reservation and had
walked in approximately 1,000 feet along the road, which leads towards
the headquarters building and to the North of the place on the field
where the Hindenburg had landed. They pointed out these tracks to
us at this time and indicated they were making some investigation as
to this. They were referred to Lieutenant Commander F. I}
Reichelderfer, former Executive Officer at the Naval Air Station,

for information, inasmuch as we had learned in the afternoon, from
conversation at headquarters, that two �boys had surreptitiously
entered the confines of the reservation and had been picked up by

the Naval Guard and brought to headquarters and it was suggested
that possibly these tracks might have been made by these boys on
Hay&#39;1, l9}5. Special Agents in Charge Vetterli and Devereaux took
photographs of these tracks as made by these two individuals and on
May 10, 1937, plaster of paris casts were made of these tracks by
Special Agent in Charge Vetterli, as subsequently will be covered in
more detail. They also made inquiry which indicates that at the point
where entry was made, resulting in these tracks, a road runs along
the outside of the fence of the reservation and nuerous spectators
were along this road in automobiles and on foot at the time the
Hindenburg attempted to land. After the explosion and fire,
numerous of these swanned over the field from all directions and
apparently for a period of three or four hours the people continued
to roam over various parts of the reservation in an endeavor to get
near to the wreck of the Hindenburg, after which they were all ex-
cluded from the reservation. The wreck of the Hindenburg itself
has been under a constant military and naval guard and no one, other
than the persons who went in to take out the injured and the bodies
of the dead, were allowed to go into the wreck itself. Other persons
have not been allowed to approach or touch anything in connection
with the wreck and it has been maintained intact as such.

On the afternoon of May 7, 193?, I understand that the
wreck was officially turned over by the Navy llepartment to the
Department of Commerce for their investigation subsequently opened
as of 10 a. m. on May 10, 1957s A Naval Board of Inquizy was con-
vened at 10 a. m. Monday, May 10, and adjourned pending the investiga-
tion to be made by the board appointed by the Department of Comerce.
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This adjustment of investigative activity was accomplished by con-
ferences between the Navy Department and the Department of Commerce
on Saturday, May B, 1957. i

On Monday, Hay 10, 1951, the first witness called before
the Investigating Committee of the Departmnt of Commerce was
Commander C. E. Rosendahl. He first outlined his prior experience,

showing him to be probably the best infonmed lighter-than-air man
in the military and naval forces of the United States. He has been
in command of the Les Angeles, the Akron, the training school for
lighter-than-air men at Lakehurst, New Jersey and he has made trial
trips and a trip around the world in the Graf Zeppelin. He is new
the Commanding Officer of the Naval Air Station at Lakehurst, New
Jersey.

The substance of the testimony of Comander Rosendahl

was to the effect that an arrangement had been made whereby the
Hindenburg would make approximately 18 trips during the period of
1957 from Germany to the United States, this being a revocable per-
mit to the American Zeppelin Transport Company, who are the American

Agents of the German Company operating the Hindenburg. This was
more or less the commercial arrangement as between the Navy,
Commerce and State Departments and the representatives of the Hin-

denburg whereby they were to take advantage of certain facilities
at the Naval Air Station not in use at the present time; also
similar service was to be arranged at the Naval Reserve Station at
Miami, Florida. It was indicated that the operation was at the
entire risk of the pennites and further absolved the United States
from any damage. They were to pay the necessary fees for the ser-
vices rendered. Commander Rosendahl indicated that the Hindenburg

departed from Frankfort, Germany on Kay 3- on schedule, that communion
tion was had with same by radio through Mackay and that frequent re-
ports were received by the station from the Hindenburg during the
trip.. During the latter part of the trip static was bad, although
this did not seriously interfere with their
hours before the arrival, communication was

Station at Lakehurst that they would arrive

Standard Time, Thursday, Hay 6, 1957 unless
ahead of

midnight
-b6  Pa

communications. a few

received by the Naval
at 6 a. m. Eastern

they arrived sufficiently
their scheduled time to provide for a landing before

of the previous night. The scheduled departure was to
me, May b, 1957 for Germany. A ground crew was arranged

which consisted of 92 Navy personnel and 159 civilians arranged for
by the American Zeppelin Transport Company, with the approval of the
Naval Air Station. All of the above-indicated personnel were men who
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had previously worked at the Naval Air Station and were familiar
with the handling of airships. The plan was that the Hindenburg,
when it arrived, would be moored at the mast�unless it was nec-
essary to take the ship into the hangar for repairs. The ship
carried a total of 97 persons, bl in the crew and 3b passengers.
The ship had a head or retarding wind and it was evident they would
not arrive at 6 a. m. my 6, 1957. Later during the day they set
their time of arrival at 6 p, m., which would have been 12 hours

late. arrangements were made with the landing crew accordingly.
The ship actually arrived in the vicinity of the air field previous
to this time. The weather was unsettled and the various conditions

of weather which he related indicated it was inadvisable to attempt

a landing when the ship first appeared. There had been heavy showers
and thunder. The depression was variable in the vicinity. at �ah�
to n.n5 p. m. there were showers and thunder. Between 5 and b p. m.
the ship came over the airport and proceeded to the South and
Eastward. Due to the fact the ship was late in arriving and the
desire to depart on her regular schedule that night, it was desired
to accomplish the landing at the earliest possible moment. They also
wished, if possible, to service the ship during the daylight hours.
At 5:h5 p. m. the station sent a message to the Eindenburg that
conditions were unsettled and recommended that they not land until
further word was had from the station and requested the ship to ad-

vise thm what they intended to do. At 5:55 P. m., Eastern Standard
Time, they received a message from the Hindenburg saying, "we will
wait until you report that landing conditions are better.  Signed!
Pruss." At 6:12 p. m., Eastern Standard Time, the station sent a
message to the ship that conditions were now considered suitable for
landing and that the ground crew was ready. There tas thunder over
the station at that time. The ceiling was about 5,000 feet with
visibility of about 5 miles. The ship, in the meantime, had dis-
appeared out of sight due to the direction in which it had proceeded,
having a ceiling of about 500 or E00 feet. At 6:15 P. m. a message
was sent to the ship recommending thatthey land and that conditions
were rapidly improving. Soon thereafter, the ship appeared on a
Northerly course and passed over the station practically directly
over the mooring mast. At one end of the staton it turned to the
left and circled the station and came in from the hestward. It

turned to the right for the approach to the landing mast in I
general Southerly direction. The weather conditions, a�the actual
time of the attempted landing, indicated a ceiling of 2,000 to
5,000 feet, with some clouds and very light rain. The wind was
from the Southeast and about one knot. The wind velocity, at the

In x " """&#39;""  A - ---92--...._............-.....-n. ALJ
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top of the water tower, lBb feet in height, was indicated at six
knots. There was occasional lightning in the South and Southwest;
the weather conditions were improving rapidly and Commander
Rcsendahl indicated, in his opinion, the weather was entirely
satisfactory for landing. The ship made a sharp turn to the
starboard, but this was not unusual. The approach, in hie opinion,
was normal for a ship inflated with hydrogen and they utilised the
backing power of the engines to check the approach of the ship, which
is customary. The ground crew was, in all respects, ready to receive
the ship. The men of the ground crew had been instructed in groups,
under their respective leaders, as tc�the handling of the ship on
the ground. They dropped the landing ropes from the bow of the ship
at a point about 700 feet from the mooring mast which were immediately
connected to the ground lines. These lines are need to draw the ship
into position for attaching the steel landing cable which is drawn
into the mooring mast. The approach was made at an elevation of
200 feet or less. Comander Rosendahl was located at the mooring

mast and gave the necessary instructions as to the handling of the
ground crew at this point. He indicated the wind blew to the
Westward when the ship reached the surface and he believed the con-

ditions were satisfactory in general and that they were proceeding
in a normal manner to land the ship. About four minutes after the

control ropes had connected with the ground and while the mooring
cable was being lowered, but which had not as yet reached the ground,
certain events occurred which changed the normal landing procedure.
The nose of the ship was about 50 feet from the circular track which
is 671 feet from the mooring mast. The ship never got any closer to
the mooring mast than this point. at this tine he indioated he saw
a small burst of flame on the top of the ship toward the stern and,
in his opinion, this indicated to him the doom of the ship. Imme-
diately, the entire stern took fire and after this initial burst
of flame, the fire progressed forward. He expected more in the
way of explosion than was apparent, although he had never seen an
airship burn inflated with hydrogen. There were several mild ex-
plosions and the ship was generally consumed by fire. He had no

knowledge of the origin of the fire. The ship continued to come
down at the stern and thereafter the front portion or the ship
settled to the ground at a moderate rate of descent. He ran from
the vicinity and commanded the ground crew to do likewise in order
to avoid their being caught under the ship as it fell. When the
ship settled, the ground crew immediately returned to effect the
possible rescue of the injured. They immediately arranged for the
necessary fire-fighting apparatus, they using chemicals for this
purpose. There is no water line in the hnmediate vicinity of the
mooring mast and this necessitated the laying of considerable hose

� -- �u» ,..
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to reach it, The wounded were immediately taken out and taken to
the hospital until the available space was exhausted. 1 guard was
immediately established to prevent anything being stolen from the
ship. Of the 97 persons on board, 59 mebers of the crew survived
and Eh of the passengers survived. Twelve passengers are dead and
22 members of the crew are dead. One member of the ground crew was

burned and subsequently died on May 6, 1957.

Commander Rosendahl read into the record the various

specifications of the Hindenburg which will be available and l�r
eluded, if desirable, in a later report. The Hindenburg normally
carries a crew of about h0 and in addition, carries various
trainees.

Commander Rosendahl indicated the ship had not touched
the ground until the fire brought her down. The ropes had been on
the ground at let four minutes before the fire and explosions
occurred. As the ship approached, they had dropped water ballasts,
but this water ballast does not come to the ground in a direct
stream and would possibly eliminate the idea of being a static
conductor. The control system of the gas valves is a manual
operation located in the control cabin. There are also individual
valves on the individual cells which could be released. These

valves are only worked when instructions are given by the officer
in charge of the control car. There is also an automatic alarm
system which shows the exact pressure in the various cells. it
times the gas is released from the various cells in order to main-
tain the equilibrium of the ship, such as occurs when the fuel oil
is used up.

F. W} Von Meistor was the second witness called at the

hearing, he being located at 55h Fourth avenue, New York City, and
Vice-President of the American Zeppelin Transport Company, the
Agents for the Hindenburg in the United States. He further
elaborated upon the arrangements as made through the German
ambassador and the State Department for the 18 trips of the Hin-
denburg during the present year. He indicated he was present on

6, 1957 when the Hindenburg attempted a landing.
ship was to land at approximately 6 a. m. on
1957; that it was delayed, and as a result of

the field on Hay
He indicated the

Thursday, Hay 6,
contact with the

6 p. m. the same
the field in the

ship, they later arranged
date. Be referred to the

afternoon of may 6, 193?.
first appeared over the field hetween 5250

for a landing at
storm conditions over

He advised the ship
v92 _ ......: l.-nn ... -
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that it then proceeded to the Southeast of the station and they

could have landed the ship at this time, he believes, if the ground
crew had been available, but as indicated above, this had been
arranged for 6 p. m. He advised the storm continued later until
about 6:50 p. m. Daylight Saving Time and the ship endeavored to land
at 7 p. m., Daylight Saving Time; that it came in from the Southwest,
passed over the mooring mast and swung in a large circle to the left
and approached the field from the West. The cable had been laid out
in a Southeasterly direction; that the weather changed and the oeble
was moved to a Northeasterly direction and the ship came in at about
150 feet elevation�West of the mooring mast. The ship has sufficient
speed to steer,and reversed its engines and it was about 7:20 p. m.
when they dropped the groud ropes. He indicated he was about
100 yards from the mooring mast between the bow and stern of the
ship ; that he observed the stern of the ship throw out water
ballasts three times, which would indicate that possibly the ship
was heavy in the after part. The handling ropes on the stern had
been dropped, These do not, of course, touch the ground. The ship
was settling to a landing when he observed s reflection of light
on the entire edge of the upper fin and there appeared, at the same
time, flames out of the port side, just above and forward of the
port fin. The tail started to sink and the flames were traveling
along the top of the ship and coming out in two or three places in
spurts of flame. The ship broke in the middle and the nose was the
last to fall. Water was discharged from the front of the ship and
when it came down it was in total collapse. He thereafter ran in

to help in the aid of people trying to leave the ship.

The above meeting was adjourned at 2:30 p. m. in order
that the various members of the Board of Inquiry and the Technical
advisers could proceed to the vicinity of the wreck of the Hinden-
burg where they made casual observations from the sidelines and
various photographs were taken by the newspaper fraternity.

In connection with my prior above reference to Lieutenant
Colonel Harold B. Hartney and Roger Williamson, Mr. Williamson in-
dicated to me that he had discussed with Commander Rosendahl the

advisability of assigning numerous naval personnel to make a search
of the terrain on the naval air station field and that he had dis-

cussed this with Senator Copeland who was very much surprised to
learn that they had not made a search of the ground in the vicinity
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of the ship and on the naval station. He has suggested to Comender
Rosendahl that possibly we, as representatives of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, might care to direct the activities of these men.
It was indicated diplomatically to Mr. Williamson that possibly his
ideas and suggestions should be comunioated to Mr. South Trimble
as head of the Department of Commerce Investigating Committee for
his opinion as to what their plans and objectives were in connection
with the investigation they were making inasmuch as possibly they had
already planned to consider any and all necessary inquiry of this
nature and further, that they might feel that this was in conflict
with the province of their investigative inquiry which, I understood,
was to be for the purpose of determining all facts, causes and cir-

oumstances in connection with the disaster to the airship Hindenburg.

-� .. .  ._,-W , .._.._ ..~._�,. . �U ________ _____ MA
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Newark, New Jersey
lhy 11, 1957.

- IEIEJBANDUHFORTHEREPORT-y

The investigation reported in the ensuing memorandum was based
upon the instructions of Inspector E. J. Oonnelley to the effect that
Special Agent in Charge R. E. Vetterli and Acting Special Agent in
Charge �IF. S. Devereaux were to proceed to the Naval Base at Iakehnrst,
H. J., on the date of Hay 9, 1937 for the purpose of ascertaining the
names of the two individuals who had been taken. into custody by the
Naval authorities on the evening of May 7, 1957, at Ihich time the Naval
authorities found the above-referred to individuals on the Government

reservation. .

It might be well to note that the investigation requested by
Inspector Connelley is based upon the fact that certain investigators
for the Ovpeland Senate Committee had previously informed that foot-
print impressions had been located by them at a fence which enclosed
the reservation at Lakehurst, and that it was the opinion of the invest-
igators for this connittee that these footprint impressions had some-
thing to do with the mndenburg disaster on the evening of Hay 6, 1957.

It should also be noted that mention had been made to Inspector
Connelley by the Naval authorities on a previous occasion that two in-
truders had been taken into custody on the evening of lhy 7th by the
lhrine Guard, at which time these two individuals were attempting to
obtain e. closer observation cf the I�ndenburg wreckage, and at the time
they were taken into custody the Naval authorities had reprimanded
them severely and had escorted them from the reservation. It was felt

by Inspector Ccnnelley that the two individuals referred to by the Na-
val authorities as being the intruders on Hy �Tth might possibly be the
individuals who had made the footprint impressions referred to by the
Senate Committee.

Special Agent in charge Vettern and acting Special Agent in

Charge Devereaux upon arriving at Lakehurst, H. J., on Hay 9, 1957,
contacted Lt, Conmander F. W. Reicheldgfer and requested that he sup-
ply the names of the two individuals who had been taken into custody
by the Marine Guards at the time that they had attempted to invade the
reservation on the evening of May 7th. At this time Reicheldsfer re-
ferred these Agents to Lt. R. K. Antrim, �who, according to Reicheld;f-
er, had been the interviewing officer.

_.,,_,.i92_ __92___r._-92-__ 92 1"-{P 1 I
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Lt. R. H. Antrim was subsequently contacted, and he informed
that he is a Lieutenant in the U. S. Navy, being in the Junior grade; that
he has been at the Naval Base at II-loehurst, H. Jo;
that he recalled that on the evening of Hay 7th at
be was noti�ed by a member of the Karine Guard to
young boys had been taken into custody at the time
enter the reservation for the purpose of gaining s
of the wreckage of the Findenburg. In connection

for the last year;

approximately 6 P.M.,
the effect that two

they attempted to
closer observation

thereiith iflltrim

informed that he had these two young boys brought to the administration
Building at Lakehurst and had severely reprimanded them for their il-

legal entry, and had then accompanied them to their oar, which was lo-
cated near their place of entry, which, it should be noted, is situated
at the northern side of the reservation.

Lt. Lntrim stated that these individuals gained access to the
reservation through a party by the name of CUBBINS

»

According to Antrim, on may 7th he had obtained the names of

these two young boys, but had subsequently Ilislaid
the names, but he recalled that they gave as their

the paper containing
residence G-ermantown,

Philadelphia, Pa., and he also recalled that one of the individuals is
at the present time a student at theiharton School of Accountancy, Phil-
adebhia, Pa. Ant:-in informed that these two individuals were quite
youthful, and he is positive that they had nothing Ihatever to do with
the destruction of the Hindenburg. He stated, however, that if the ne-
cessity arose, he could proceed to the �Hhsrtor. School of e�-.coonnts.ncy,
Philadelphia, Pa., and positively identify the young chap who had stated
he had attended this institution. t

Lt. Antrim took the Agents to the place of entry, and it was ob-
served that the location oi� the entry was on the northern side oi� the
reservation, while the footprint impressions referred to by the  lope-
land Senate Investigating Committee were located on the western extrema
ity oi� the reservation.

It might be here stated that the place of entry on the part oi�
the two intruders on May 7th is located approximately one mile and a
half from the situs of the footprint impressions referred to by the

Senate Investigating committee.

Agents were informed by Lt. Antrim that it would be impossible
for the Naval officials to furnish the names of these two individuals

due to the misplaeement oi� the paper upon which their names had been
ranrnniln� -I �JYYJ Y-U�
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it this time Lt. Lntrim was taken by the Agents to the loca-
tion of the footprint impressions above referred to, and it should be
here noted that these footprint impressions are situated in the most
open part of the reservation upon which is located the Naval Base.
Further, according to Antrim, he distinctly recalls that on the even-
ing of liay 6th, the date of the  of the �ndenhurg, he �e
stationed on the mooring met to which the Hindenburg was supposed to
be tied at the time that she would land on Hay 6th, and intrim recalls
that he made the statement to the crew, who were also with him at the

mooring mast, that there were a great number oi� automobiles and spoo-
taters lining the road and fence on the west side of the reservation,
at which place the footprint impressions were located.

Lt. ,U.1�b1�im stated that he would be glad to give the Agents
an cppcrtt.-~iit;,&#39; to inte:"J..er.* the rea~.ai�"..g �-.......,""*92er of Easy personnel
who were stationed with him at the snoring mast on the evening of my
éth, all of whom had a complete view of the location of the footprint
impressions as well as the entire west side of the Federal reservation.

In connection therewith, W. H. EERDON, cocksnain, S. W. HAWKINS,

�boatsmate, second class, and B. E. HARRINGTON, boatsmate, first class,
were interviewed, and informed that they had assembled, along with the
entire landing personnel, at the Eaval Base at 5 P..M., in the main han-
gar on by éth, at !.I�o_ich t-me they received final @truction_s iron
their respective commanders, and that about ten after five P.l!., these
three individuals took up station on the mooring mast. They informed

that approximately at 5:20 P.lE., they were joined at the snoring mast
by Lt. R. H. int:-im, who was to be their commanding officer during the
landing of the Hindenburg airship.

All of those individuals definitely recall that the remark was
made by Lt. Antrim to the effect that there were certainly a great
number of people lining the western side of the reservation, and that
all of these individuals noticed that a vast number of spectators in

cars were parked on the west side of the reservation in clear view of

the mooring mast, and more so situated that they would have a clear
view of the entire terrain of the fence lining the west side of the

rose:-vation,s.nd the landing position of the Hindenburg. Upon inrther
interrogation Herdon, Hawkins, Harrington, and Lt. intrin all stated
that prior to the crash of the Hindenburg there were no individuals
between the fence lining the western side of the reservation and the
landing side of the Hindenburg insofar as they could ascertain, and

further, upon the explosion of the Hindenhurg, spectators converged

col�
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Lccording to Lt. Antrim, the most that could be dons by the
iaval personnel was to care for the dead and injured who had been iii-
volved in the Hindenburg crash, as Iell as to keep the spectators
back from the burning �I&#39;I&#39;6Gk3g0e &#39;

Lt. Antrim also stated
- before the ldarine patrols were

ervation and before all of the

from the reservation proper.

&#39;l&#39;J_ _.a _.92__a_ L- .__.L_.&#39;I .l_&#39;|__J_
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being a slight drizzling rain,

that it use some three or four hours

established and maintained on the res-

invading spectators could be excluded

_._..;..... 1.- ..1.:_...4..1_ i_...::a.:__.. 4.1__.,:
UIJJ15 UU U-L.l-Ii�blli IEULI-Ll-I. blilll�� UILUIE

the people in the automobiles on the
west side of the reservation remained in their cars until after the

crash.

it this time it might be suggested that if an individual were
going to �re at the Hindenburg airship at the time that it attempted
to land, this individual would have to run towards the airship, in
full view of all of the spectators lining the west side oi� the reser-
vation, discharge ahatever type oi� gun he night a1.-l.=er.,u=t to ass, and
then run back to the fence towards the spectators and attempt to make
good his escape. In this connection, the fence in question is approx-
imately five feet in height, and there are a number of strands of
barbed wire for a distance of about six inches of the fence, thereby
raking ingress or exit quite ��cult.

It might also be herein stated that Lt. Lntrim made the oom-
nent that a great many individuals residing in the vicinity of the
Naval Base at Lekehurst appeared to be de�nitely airship-minded, and
further, that the Naval officials had received numerous commmicatione
from these individuals reporting suspicious actions on the part oi�
other individuals, as well as suspicious circumstances happening on
the date of May 6th, but that at no time has the suggestion been made
by any of the spectators that they had seen an individual discharge er
e. rifle or a gun oi� any sort, nor has anyone mde the suggestion that

they saw anybody running from the wreckage, creating the appearance
that they were attempting to flee from the reservation. Further, if
one desired to fire at the Hinds-nburg they certainly could have ao-
eomplished their objective without ever entering the reservation at
Iakehurst and without placing themselves in full View of the many spec-
taters on the western side of the reservation, due to the fact that
there is a growth oi� pine trees situated �irther to the right on the

-w-vs v .. ..._.-._.__..._. _.,.,__...  _ , ,,_ s __ _ .,, ___ __ _ ____ _____ �___,__
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western side of the reservation, in such position that this growth
extends into the reservation so that a person could get mob closer
to the landing field of the Hindenburg than the situs of the foot-
print impressions. The terrain on the western side of the reservation
affords no protection whatsoever. There is some small shrubbery Ihieh
is practically lea�ess, and affords no protection or cover whatsoever.

On  7, 1937 photographs were taken by Bpecial Agent in
Charge vetterli and Acting Special Agent in Charge Devereau of the
footprint impressions referred to by the investigators of the Senate
Investigating Committee, as well a measurements of the footprint im-
pressions, and measurements which will indicate their exact location
and dimension as to their relation with the fence lining the western
aide of the reservation. These photographs are presently being en-
larged, and at such time as these enlargements are forwarded to the
Bureau the details as to dimensions and measurements will be forwarded

therewith so that a clear picture can be had of the location and dim-
ensions of the footprint impressions themselves. ,

On my 10, 1937 Special ggent in Charge Vetterli, accompanied
by Special Agent  A! W. D. Fay, again made certain examinations at
Islcehurst. Twelve additional photographs were made by Special Agent
in Charge Vetterli of the gate leading into the western part of the
reservation shoving too footprints frost inside the roso�ation. These
photographs of the footprints on the western side of the reservation
are being enlarged by the New York Field Division and will be approp-
riately mrked and forwarded to the Bureau at an early date. Several
of the photographs taken on Hay 10th show the footprints after the
plaster paris cast was placed in the impression in order that their
location night be more discernible in the photograph. In addition
thereto, on a road that leads from the Western gate of the reservation,
approximately 1100 feet towards the hangar, there was pointed out ad-
ditional footprints. Plastor paris casts were niado of some of these

prints by Special Agent in Charge Vetterli, assisted by Special Agent
 A! W, D. Fay. The photographs and the impressions definitely indi oats
that the footprints in one instance were made by an individual who
wore either rubbers or goulashes. One cast made is quite clear and
bears a portion of the trade name on the bottom of the imprint, which
may possibly be properly interpreted by further stuchr. These casts
temporarily are being retained at the Newark Division office.

L further detailed report will be submitted �E0 the Bureau on
the photographs made and on the casts in question just as soon as the
enlargements are perfected of the photographs by the New York Field
Division.
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Director, >;e-@L;,_

Federa1Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C. , _ H

It I RE: AIRSI-IIPGHINDENBURG.
Dear Sir

This is to advise you that during the evening of Hay1�18, 195?, a telephonic comunication was received from Commander C. E."

_ ...._._,,, 4, __,

/J1?
. this time that he did not care to discuss the matter over the tele
w phone, but that he would greatly appreciate it if the appointment
E for the next day could be kept.

7

/

Rosendahl of the naval Air Station at lakehurst, New Jersey, to the
effect that he desired that I proceed to lakehurst, New Jersey and
confer with him on the morning of May 19, 1957. �e also stated at

it should be noted here, as revealed in my memrandum
to Inspector E. J. Connelley dated May 1?, 1957, copies of which
are transmitted to the Bureau herewith, that I had withdrawn as ob-
server £rom.the hearing being conducted by the board appointed by
the Department of Commerce in connection with the Hindenburg disaster
that had occurred on May 6, 1957. At that time, arrangements had
been made that if any information of value came to the attention of
the authorities at lakehurst and they desired to obtain the assistance
of the Bureau, that they should communicate with the Newark Field

nnn 16 �he zivenv-v-.-- -- g7~___Division and make their request known so that it

proper consideration.

On the morning of May 19, 1957, I proceeded to Lakehurst,
New Jersey, accompanied by Special Agent lee F. �alone. I contacted
Commander Rosendahl at approximately 10:15 a. m. and he informed me
of the following developments in connection with the instant case.

Rnoomrzn
�Q.
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I Commander Bosendahl stated he was a personal friend of
hggglhckner, the German airship Technician, and that engineer had
stated to hing on nuerous occasions, that the first opinion that
he had formed of the disaster of the Eindenburg was that her wreckage
was caused by sabotage. Further, that he new knew that he had made
a mistake in expressing such an opinion to the journalistic fraternity
in Germany and that to remedy this mistake he had made a statement
to the press in this country that he did not feel that sabotage could
possibly have been the cause of the instant disaster. according to
n._.._...s..1.-| 1.... .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ..I�|.U�UI.li-[G11-L� no his :n�92&#39;»i"C-all �Cu l&#39;i".uu u0.u.&#39;P i�u�l-1611!�, l�iG?-&#39;$�92�r"G1", 461"»?-1&#39;, 11$ 15
convinced that the airship Hindenburg net her ill-timed fits due
to the emloyment of sabotage, either on the part of Commnists or
on the part of sympathizers with the Anti-Nazi movement.

Commander Rosendahl, on this occasion, also informed that
he has always entertained the sabotage theory as being a logical cause
for the destruction of the Hindenburg and further, that this opinion
has gradually grown until, at the present time, he also is confident
that there was sabotage present in connection with~the destruction of
this ship. He stated that on May 18, 1957, Helmn��Lau, a member of
the German ere who was functioning in the capacity of helmsman, aswell as Rudo1J£Sauter, who held the position of Chief Engineer on
the German ore of the airship Hindenburg, had stated that at the
time of the catastrophe they were occupying positions in the stern
of the ship and that they were located near the lower rudder.
According to their testimony, the first eridenoe that they had that
anything was wrong on board the Eindenburg was that they noticed a glow
that appeared in the gas shaft that separates gas cells nnmbeirh and 5.
They testified further that immediately after the appearance of this
glow, which reminded them of a Japanese lantern, that the entire sec-
tion of cells numbers h and 5 seemed to burst and immediately flames
enveloped the entire stern. This is the first testimony that has been
given before the Board of Inquiry that has shown a definite origin
for the fire and this, therefore, places the fire as definitely be-
ginning in the gas shaft located between cells numbers h.and 5.

For the information of the reader, it should be noted that
there are 16 gas cells in the super structure of the airship Hindene
burg; that each cell is filled with hydrogen gas and through the use
of this hydrogen gas the airship obtains its lifting power. For the
airship to lose altitdde, it is necessary that this hydrogen gas be

~2-
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valved off so that the airship gains weight and_loses some of its
buoyancy. In order to valve off this gas, there is located on each
gas chamber what they call a maneuvering valve, as well as an auto-
matic valve. &#39;The automatic valve is a valve that is more or less
of a safety device and operates only as a result of pressure from
w¥¥h§n +ha can nhemh r. nu. fnr inatannn in the event the mas 0011vI.av.|-uu.-a U-Ina bu...� vi�-.....-3.� .--&#39; -1- -.-w-_-1,; .-.-.- ---_ _-__ce _,- U 7 __ _

becomes too full of hydrogen gas, this safety device will then function
and enough gas will be valved off, through the automatic valve, so
that the pressure of gas within the gas cell will again maintain its
normal pressure. The maneuvering valve is the valve that is used by
the operators of the ship to cause the airship to lose altitude and
that maneuvering valve is controlled by apparatus which is located in
the control car. It should also be noted that the position of both
the maneuvering valve and the automatic valve is conveniently located
along what they call the axial girder, upon which is placed what they
call an axial catwalk. This axial catwalk runs the entire length of
the super structure of the Hindenburg. However, due to the placing
of these valves so that they are convenient to the axial catwalk, it
necessarily involves the use of a gas vent or gas shaft, due to the
fact that these valves are located in the very interior of the super
structure. The gas shaft then is a shaft that runs from the top keel
of the super structure to the very heart or axis of the structure
itself. The valve then opens into this shaft towards the osnter of
the ship and the gas is let out of the gas valve and it than hits
this flue, or gas shaft, and proceeds upwards into the air through
the shaft, which is covered by what they call a shaft hood. This
shaft is open to the air at the top of the super structure of the
Hindenburg and, naturally, there is air in the shaft itself.

It is well to note, at
Comander Rosendahl, hydrogen is
is highly inflammable, and mixed
is highly explosive. In further

this time, that according to
a gas that, when mixed with air,
with a sufficient quantity of air, it
explanation thereof, it should be

noted that 99% hydrogen, mixed with 1% air, will cause an inflamable
mixture, however, you reduce the impurity of hydrogen to 80% hydrogen,
and 20% air and you have a highly explosive mixture, and also if you
reduce the hydrogen to 20% gas with 80% air, you have a highly ex-
plosive mixture. According to their explanation, any mixture of 80%
of either air or hydrogen, mixed with 20% of the other element, I111
produce a highly explosive combination. They also state that if there
is 1% hydrogen mixed with 99% air, you also have an inflamable mixture.
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It�will be recalled, therefore, that as soon as the gas is valved err
into the gas shaft, there is imediately a mixture of hydrogen and

air
and
are
the

in the very internal parts of the super structure of the Hindenburg,
there is a certain area, therefore, in Ihich these two elements
allowed to mix before they are carried off into the sir through
gas vents

For the sake of clarity, it should also be noted that the
circular bands in the frame-work of the super structure of the

Hindenburg are referred to as rings, and these rings are nubered
and the gas shaft separating gas cells numbers h and 5 is referred to
as ring 62. The number 62 is arrived at by computing the number or
meters from the tail of the ship to that circular beam in the super
structure, indicating that it is 62 meters from the tail of the ship.
It is at this ring, number 62, that Iau and Sauter saw the first
appearance of fire.

Commander Rosendahl stated that it is true that this mixture

of air and gas in the gas shaft or vent could have been ignited by
static electricity that could have been generated by the clothing of
an individual or by the rubbing of two objects in the super structure,
either by vibration or the presence of friction of any type in the
immediate vicinity of this gas shaft. He also stated that it might
be possible to even have two pieces of the fabric covering the super
structure rub together, thus causing a shock of static electricity-
He stated, however, that he is still of the opinion, due to various
happenings that have been called to his attention, that there is a
strong possibility that the fire; which was ignited in this gas shaft
at 62 ring, Ias caused by an individual who attempted to perform an
act of sabotage. In connection therewith, Commander Rosendahl stated
that Doctor Eckner has personally interviewed every mmber of the
German crew since his arrival here in the United States. He stated
that the members of the crew naturally have talked more freely to
Eckner in private than they have to the Board of inquiry, which is a
public hearing.

According to the information that Eckner has received from
ions members of the crew, the rule that a passenger was not

to be allowed out of the passenger quarters unless in company with
a member of the crew was not st,iot1y enforced in the case of a

passenger by the name of Josephispach. According to Rosendahl,
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